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BALANCESHEETS,STATEMENTSOFSOURCESAND 
APPLICATION OF FUNDS, 
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNTS 1.  Accounting policies and valuation rules 
1.1 Accounting policies 
(a) Financial Regulations 
The balance sheets and statements of  sources and application of  funds were drawn up 
in accordance with the Financial Regulations applicable to the 6th, 7th and 8th EDFs. 
The relevant documents must be presented to the European Parliament, the Council 
and. the Court of  Auditors as provided for in Article 71  of  the Financial Regulation 
applicable to the 7th EDF and Articles 71, 72, 73 and 74 in the case of  operations 
relating to the 8th EDF. 
These Financial Regulations stipulate that the accounts be kept according to the 
following principles:  · 
Universality 
All operations pertaining to each Fund are recorded. Each country has a 
separate record. There is a single treasury. 
Justification 
All operations are substantiated by supporting documents. 
No set-off policy 
There is no set-off  between revenue and expenditure. 
Calendar year 
The accounts are kept by calendar-year using. the cash accounting method. In 
other words, all expenditure and revenue is registered according to the value 
date given on the bank statement. The balances thus established are not 
adjusted at the year-end. 
Double-entry bookkeeping 
Each operation is analysed according to tWo criteria and is registered to the 
debit of  one or more accounts and to the credit of  one or more accounts, so 
that the total amount registered on the debit side is equal to the total amount 
registered on the credit side. 
-2-(b) European Currency Unit (ECU) 
Accounts are kept in ecus rather than euros (which did not officially exist until 
I January 1999), an ecu being a unit made up of  the following amounts ofMember 
State currencies: 
BFR:  3.30100  HFL:  0.21980 
DKR:  0.19760  IRL:  0.00855 
DM:  0.62420  LFR:  0.13000 
DRA:  1.44000  LIT:  151.80000 
ESC:  1.39300  PTA:  6.88500 
FF  1.33200  UKL:  0.08784 
(c) Revenue 
Financial contributions are paid either in ecus or, where Member States show due 
reason, in national currencies into special accounts opened with the treasuries of  the 
Member States. The Commission makes transfers from the above accounts to 
operational accounts held in ecus or a Member State.' s currency to meet the cash 
requirements of  projects and programmes. 
(d) Expenditure 
Expenditure takes into account all payment orders executed by banks up to 
31 December 1998. However, in the case of  local expenditure in the ACP States and for those 
payments for which information was not communicated t<? the Commission's accounting 
departments before the end of  the financial year, payments are based on the information 
received for the latest period prior to 31 December. The amounts of  payments in question not 
included in the 1998 accounts are not considered to be material. 
Expenditure by delegations is not finally entered into the EDF accounts until validated by the 
Authorising Officer and the Financial Controller. Expenditure not yet finalised is shown under 
the heading "expenditure to be regularised" in the balance sheet. 
(e) Instalments/  Advances 
Instalments (an instalment is any amount paid on the bas~s of  supporting documents pending 
final payment) and advances paid within the framework of  the implementation of  the 
contracts are included in the expenditure of  the year and do not appear under assets in the 
balance sheet. 
However advances for study awards and AEC advances for technical assistance are regarded 
as a receivable and consequently appear und.er assets in the balance sheet. 
-3-(f) Cash accounting 
EDF appropriations are not subject to any time limit. Once granted, they are available until 
they are used up or reassigned.  Consequently, expenditure and revenue are booked at the time 
of  their payment or of  their actual receipt. 
In addition, the financial statements are drawn up on the basis of  the balances as at 
31 December of  each year without recourse to year-end adjustment. 
(g) Single treasury 
For reasons of  efficiency, there is a single treasury for all the EDFs being 
implemented. In addition, the Metllber States' cOntributions for an EDF must be used 
up before the contributions relating to the following EDF are called upon. 
Consequently, there are receivables and debts between EDFs which are balanced out 
in the balance sheet because of  the single treasury. 
1.2 Valuation rules 
(a) Revenue 
Member States' contributions are paid in ecus. However, if  for technical reasons, 
contributions are paid in national currencies, they are converted at the rates applying 
on the date of  payment or if  this date coincides with a public holiday, at the rate 
applying on the preceding working day. 
Other revenue is booked at the rates applying on the date of  receipt. 
(b) Expenditure 
The rates used for the conversion into ecus of  payments made in local currencies for 
projects and programmes are those in force on the actual date of  such payments. 
Certain contracts involve fixed exchange rates; this constitutes an exception to the 
general rule.  · 
(c) Bank transfers 
Transfers from accounts held in ecus to operational accounts held in local currencies 
are made at the rate of  exchange in force on the date of  such transfers. 
-4-(2) 
(d) Assigned funds 
Assigned funds are converted into ecus at the rate in force at the time of  booking and 
are entered in the accounts at their historical value. 
(e) Cash at bank 
The rates used for converting cash at bank in national currencies into ecus at 
31 December 1998 are as follows: 
1 ECU = BFR  :  - 40.33990 
DKR  :  7.44878 
DM  :  1.95583 
DRA  :  329.689000 
ESC  :  200.482000 
FF  6.559570 
FMK  :  5.945730 
HFL  2.203710 
1RL  0. 7875640 
LFR  40.33990 
LIT  : 1936.270000 
OS  .  .  13.760300 
PTA  166.386000 
SI<R.  9.488030 
UKL  0.7054550 
-5-2.  6th EDF 
-6-6TH EDF 
Balance sheet at 31  December 1998 
(thousand ecus) 
1998  1997 
NOTES 
ASSETS 
Long-term assets  3.1.1 
e-.------------
Initial allocation  7.509.00.0,06  -- i.5oo-:-ooo~oo 
EiB special contribution  3.1.2  60.000,00  60.000,00 
Contributions received  (7.560.000,00)  (7.560.000,00) 
Contributions receivable  0,00  0,00 
Current assets 
Debtors 
Stabex debts to be recovered from MS  3.1.3.  669.144,99 
Interest for late payment of EDF contributions  3.1.4  1.856,86 
Treasury advance to 7th EDF  3.1.5  451.135,52  689.812,41 
Advances  3.1.6  26.654,88  17.907,15 
1.148.  792,25  707.719,56 
Cash at bank 
Treasury accounts  130.016,72  190.084,34 
ACP paying agents  19.877,87  28.880,39 
EUR paying agents  156.677,69  111.587,60 
Stabex special accounts  407.531,23  90.995,23 
714.103,51  421.547,56 
Total assets  1.862.895,76  1.129.267,12 
LIABILITIES 
Fund capital (cumulative figures) 
Initial allocation  7.500.000,00  7.500.000,00 
EIB special contribution  60.000,00  60.000,00 
Other resources 
Transfers from earlier Funds  3.1.7  321.956,99  321.957,38 
Replenishment of Stabex resources  3.1.8  185.102,55  185.102,55 
Interest used  3.1.9  36.278,12  36.278,-12 
Interest on deposited funds  3.1.10 
Transfers to later Funds (7th EDF)  3.1.11  (181.723,92)  (181.723,92) 
Transfers to later Funds (8th EDF)  3.1.11  (39.000,00) 
322.613,75  361.614,13 
Total capital  7  .882.613,  75  7.921.614,13 
Expenditure paid 
Expenditurejt already booked  3.1.14  (6.931.513,53)  (6.777.641,54) 
Expenditure to be regularised  3.1.15  (12.706,38)  (14.730,63) 
(6.944.219,91)  (6.792.372,17) 
Balance available for payments  938.393,84  1.129.241,96 
Creditors 
Net position 8th EDF  3.1.12  924.497,03 
Claims on Stabex interest  3.1.13  4,90 
Revenue to be regularised  3.1.16  25,16 
924.501,93  25,16 
Total liabilities (net balance)  1.862.895,  76  1.129.267,12 
7 . 6th EDF 
Revenue and expenditure 
for year closed 31  December 1998 
(thousand ecus) 
Cumulative  Revenue/ expenditure  Cumulative 
figure  for 1998  figure 
31.12.1997  31.12.1998  ---
.NOTES 
Revenue 
Contributions paid Member States  3.2.1  7.500.000,00  0,00  7.500.000,00 
Contributions paid EIB  3.1.2  60.000,00  0,00  60.000,00 
Interest used  3.1.9  12.200,00  0,00  12.200,00 
Interest used/Stabex  3.2.2  24.078,12  0,00  24.078,12 
Interest on deposited funds  3.110  0,00  0,00  0,00 
Replenishment of Stabex resources  3.18  185.102,55  0,00  185.102,55 
Transfers from 5th EDF  3.1.7  177.632,24  0,00  177.632,24 
Transfers from 4th EDF  3.1.7  144.325,14  (0,38)  144.324,75 
Transfers to 7th EDF  3.1.11  (181.723,92)  0,00  (181.723,92) 
Transfers to 8th EDF  3,1,11  (39.000,00)  (39.000,00) 
Total revenue  7.921.614,13  -39.000,38  7 .882.613,  75 
Expenditure  3.2.3 
Total indicative programmes  4.276.330,57  119.889,41  4.396.219,98 
Grants (e'xcl. admin costs)  3.842.538,27  114.415,84  3.956.954,11 
Special loans  433.792,30  5.473,57  439.265,87 
Structural adjustment  5.406,68  0,00  5.406,68 
Total non-Programmable aid  2.489.879,05  33.707,68  2.523.586,  72 
Interest subsidies  84.265,83  0,00  84.265,83 
Emergency aid  179.951,29  (6,63)  179.944,66 
Aid for refugees  94.797,71  (80,10)  94.717,60 
Risk capital  510.106,16  14.709,64  524.815,80 
Sysmin  99.767,03  8.871,43  108.638,46 
Stabex  1.451.123,08  0,00  1.451.123,08 
Transfer from 4th EDF  69.867,96  10.213,33  80.081,28 
Total  6.n1.616,29  153.597,09  6.925.213,38 
Administrative and financial costs  3.2.4  6.025,25  274,91  6.300,15 
Total expenditure booked  6.7n.641,54  153.871,99  6.931.513,53 
Expenditure to be regularised  3.1.15  14.730,63  (2.024,25)  12.706,38 
Total expenditure  6.792.372,17  151.847,74  6.944.219,91 
Difference revenue/expenditure  1.129.241,96  (190.848,  12)  938.393,84 
8 6th EDF 
Statement of  sources and application of  funds 




Reduction in expenditure to be regularised  3.3.1  2.024,25 
Reduction in advances for study awards  3.3.1  3.021,82 
Reduction in amount owed by 7th EDF  3.3.2  238.676,89 
·----
Net position 8th EDF  3.3.12  924.497,03 
Claims on Stabex interest  3.1.13 .  4,90 
1.168.224,89 
Applications 
Expenditure for the year  3.3.5  153.871,99 
Increase in advances to EAC  3.3.6  11.769,56 
Transfers to 8th EDF  3.3.7  39.000,00 
Stabex contributions to be recovered  3.1.3  669.144,99 
Claims on EDF contributions  3.1.4  1.856,86 
Reduction in revenue to be regularised  3.1.16  25,16 
Transfers from 4th EDF  3.3.7  0,38 
875.668,94 
Difference corresponding to increase in cash at bank  292.555,95 
9 3.  7th EDF 
-10-7th EDF 
Balance sheet at 31  December 1998 
(thousand ecus) 
NOTES  1998  1997 
ASSETS 
Long-term assets  3.1.1 
Initial allocation  10.940.000,00  10.940.000,00 
Contributions received  (6.300.000,00)  (4.999.887,83) 
Contributions receivable  4.640.000,00  5.940.112,17 
Current assets 
Debtors  0,00  0,00 
Cash at bank  0,00  0,00 
0,00  0,00 
Total assets 
- - ----- ------------------ -----··-----·-·-----------------
4.640.000,00  '5.940.112,17 
LIABILITIES 
Fund capital.(cumulative figures) 
Initial allocation  10.940.000,00  10.940.000,00 
Other resources 
Transfers from earlier Funds  3.1.7  708.502,42  708.501,58 
Resources transferred to 8th EDF  3.1.11  -253.000,00  --
Interest used  3.1.9  146.347,05  106.347,05 
Interest on deposited funds  3.1.4  39.278,30  70.439,86 
Interest for late payment of contributions  3.1.4  1.856,86 
.. 
642.984,64  885.288,49 
Total capital  11.582.984,64  11.825.288,49 
Expenditure 
Expenditure already booked  3.1.14  (7.394.120,16)  (6.574.988,74) 
Balance available for payments  4.188.864,48  6.250.299,75 
Creditors 
Treasury advance from 6th EDF  3.1.11  451.135,52  689.812,41 
451.135,52  689.812,41 
Total liabilities (net balance)  4.640.000,00  5.940.112,16 
11 7th EDF 
Revenue and expenditure 
for year closed 31  December 1998 
(thousand ecus) 
Cumulative  Revenue/Expenditure  Cumulative 
figure  for 1998  figure 
31.12.1997  31.12.1998  --
NOTES 
Revenue 
Contributions paid  3.2.1  4.999.887,83  1.300.112,17  6.300.000,00 
Interest used  3,1,9  9.000,00  40.000,00  49.000,00 
Interest  3.1.9  51.070,50  (39.097,29)  11.973,21 
Interest used/Stabex  3.2.2  97.347,05  0,00  97.347,05 
lnterest/Stabex  3.1.9  19.369,36  7.935,73  27.305,10 
Transfers from 5th and 6th EDFs  3.1.11  708.501,58  0,84  708.502,42 
Interest for late payment of contributions  3.1.4  1:~56,86  1.856,86 
Resources transferred to 8th EDF  3.1.11  (253.000,00)  (253.000,00) 
Total revenue  6.885.176,33  1.067.808,31  6.942.984,64 
Ex~nditure  3.2.3 
Total indicative programmes  2.611.106,77  699.283,62  3.110.390,39 
Grants  2.489.919,57  620.470,82  3.11 0.390,39 
Grants advance to 8th EDF  21.187,20  -21.187,20  0,00 
St~cturaladjustnnent  1.090.906,30  40.071,17  1:130.977,47 ' 
Total non-programmable aid  2.972.976,67  179.776,63  3.162.  752,30 
Interest subsidies  147.075,50  27.050,06  174.125,56 
Emergency aid  394.643,34  5.665,62  400.308,96 
Aid for refugees  73.739,64  5.598,65  79.338,28 
Risk capital  430.578,20  133.575,04  564.153,24 
Sysmin  136.138,95  32.960,65  169.099,59 
Stabex  1.556.438,36  11.115,28  1.567.553,63 
Stabex advance to 8th EDF  72.854,78  -72.854,78  0,00 
Transfers from 5th EDF  .  161.506,91  32.076,12  193.583,03 
Reduction in amount owed by highly indebted countries  4.590,00  4.590,00 
Total expenditure  6.67  4.988,7  4  819.131,42  7.394.120,16 




Statement of sources and application of  funds 
for year closed 31  December 1998 
(thousand ecus) 
NOTES  -·  - ------·--··  ---------- -·····-·-------- ----~----
--
Sources 
Contributions paid  4.3.1  1.300.000,00 
Transfers from 5th and 6th EDFs  3.3.7  0,84 
Interest received  4.3.2  14.338,44 
Exchange rate difference  3.2.1  112,17 
Interest for late payment of contributions  3.1.4  1.856,86 
1.316.308,31 
Applications 
Expenditure for the year  3.3.5  819.131,42 
Reduction in amount owed to 6th EDF  3.3.2  238.676,89 
Resources transferred to 7th EDF  3.3.7  253.000,00 
Interest transferred to 8th EDF  3.1.11  5.500,00 
1.316.308,31 
13 
(3) 4.  8th EDF 
-14-balance 
8TH EDF 








EDF  11.040.000,00 
Stabex  1.800.000,00 
TOTAL  12.840.000,00 
Contributions called upon during the year 
EDF 
Stabex  -1.080,000  I 00 
Tot~  I  -1.080.000,00 
Contributions still to be called upon 
EDF  11.040.000,00 
Stabex  720.000,00 
TOTAL  11.760.000,00 
Total assets  11.760.000,00 
--
LIABILITIES 
Fund capital (cumulative figures) 
Initial allocation 
EDF  11.040.000,00 
Stabex  1.800.000,0l 
Other resources 
Transfers from previous EDFs  3.1.7  292.000,00 
Interest on deposited funds  3.1.10  5.500,00 
Stabex contributions and interest  3.1.17  13.617,78 
311.117,78 
311.117,78 
Total capital  13.151.117,78 
Expenditure 
Expenditure already booked  3.1.14·  (466.620,75) 
Treasury advances from 6th EDF  3.1.7  (924.497,03) 
Total  (1.391.117,78)  . 
Total liabilities  11.760.000,00 
15 8th EDF 
Revenue and expenditure 
for year closed 31  December 1998 
(thousand ecus) 
Cumulative  Revenue/ expenditure  Cumulative 
figure  for1998  figure 
31.12.1997  31.12.1998 
NOTES 
Revenue  Annual variation  Closing balance 
Stabex contribution  3.2.1  0,00  1.089.000,00  1.080.000,00 
Interest used  3.1.9  0,00  5.500,00  -----5---:-soo,oo 
Interest I Stabex  3.2.2  0,00  13.617,79  '13.617,79 
Transfers from 6th and 7th EDFs  3.1.11  0,00  292.000,00  292.000,00 
Total revenue  0,00  1.391.117,79  1.391.117,79 
Expenditure  ·  3.2.3 
Total indicative programmes  0,00  45.315,95  45.315,95 
Structural adjusbnent  0,00  239.460,00  239.460,00 
Total non-programmable aid  0,00  181.844,80  181.844,80 
Emergency aid  0,00  6.993,50  6.993,50 
Risk capital  0,00  23.049,02  23.049,02 
Stabex  0,00  151.051,82  151.051,82 
Technicai assistance costs  0,00  750,46  750,46 
Total expenditure  0,00  466.620,75  466.620,75 
Difference revenue/expenditure  0,00  924.497,03  924.497,03 
16 8th EDF 
Statement of sources and application of  funds 






Stabex contribution  4.3.1  1.080.000,00 
Interest used  3.1.9  5.500,00 
Interest I Stabex  3.2.2  13.617,79 
Transfers from 6th and 7th EDFs  3.1.11  292.000,00 
·------
1.391.117'  79 
Applications 
Expenditure for the year  3.3.5  466.620,75 
Transfers to 6th EDF  3.3.7  924.497,03 -
1.391.117  '79 
'17 5.  Statement of  debts and VAT to be recovered (6th, 7th and 
8th EDFs) 
-18-CLAIMS AND VAT TO BE RECOVERED 
6th, 7th and 8th EDFs 
for year closed 31  December 1998 
(thousand ecus) 
VAT  CLAIMS 
To be recovered at start of year  177,05  1.652,41 
Entitlements established during year  3.280,54 
----
Amounts recovered during year  (2.525,55) 
Claims still to be recovered  177,05  2.407,40 
19 6.  Notes to the accounts 
6.1 Balance sheet 
Assets 
All the resources still available for payments (i.e. the Fund's available capital) are 
carried under assets in the balance sheet. 
3  .1.1  Contributions not yet paid by the Member States to the EDF constitute 
long-term assets. 
3  .1.2  The special Em contribution provided for by Council Decision 
87/592/EEC of  14 December 1987 has been used to finance the special 
programme for highly indebted countries. 
3.1.3.  This heading shows amounts owed by the Member States in respect of 
Stabex (8th EDF). 
3  .1. 4  The amount shown corresponds to the interest owed by Member States 
for late payment ofEDF contributions, as provided for in the Financial 
·Regulations. The breakdown by Member State is as follows 
·  (ECU thousand): 
Belgium: 
Spain 












3.1.5  This heading shows the amount advanced to the 7th EDF because of 
the existence of  a single treasury (at present under the 6th EDF) for all 
the EDFs being implemented. 
3.1.6  This amount corresponds to advances paid to the AEC and advances 
for study awards. 
-20-(4) 
Treasury accounts 
Accounts with the central banks of  the Member States into which EDF 
contributions are paid. All the contributions except those of  Germany 
are paid in ecus. 
ACP paying agents 
Amounts held in bank accounts in the ACP states used for making 
payments locally. The accounts are generally kept in ecus, but may 
also be kept in a currency of  a Community Member State. 
Paying agents i.n Europe· 
All the accounts with commercial banks established in the Member 
States. The accounts are kept in ecus and are used for payments to 
beneficiaries within the Union.  Payments are generally made in ecus, 
but may also be made in other European currencies. The funds are 
eventually transferred to accounts in the various ACP countries. 
Stabex account 
All transactions relating to the Stabex system are entered in this 
account. The funds available are made up of  three components: 
(a) Securities 
At 31 December the following securities were held: 
Book value 
(ECU) 
Grossbritannien  30 135 000 
Frankreich  · 30 174 000 
Bremer LB Kreditbank  34 993 000 
Merrilynch & Co  39 920 000 
Associates Corp N.  America 49 840 000 
Rheinhyp Rhein  34 972 000 
220 034 000 





ECU 155 000.000 
ECU  3 940 804 






I 420 719.18 Liabilities 
C) Interest due:  ECU 27 670 941. 
The total amount held in respect of  Stabex therefore comes to 
ECU 408 066 464 (the sum of  the three headings). 
This figure was arrived at following a final check on the books of  Sal 
Oppenheim, the bank responsible for managing the account, the EDF 
accounts having already been closed. The difference vis-a-vis the 
amount in the balance sheet will be adjusted when the 1999 accounts 
are opened. 
The various balance sheet headings show only cumulated amounts. Annual variations 
in headings for capital and expenditure are set out in the statement of  revenue and 
expenditure for the financial year. 
3  .1. 7  This heading shows resources transferred from other funds, which 
increase the appropriation of  the receiving Fund and reduce that of  the 
Fund of  origin. 
3 J .8  Replenishment of  Stabex resources 
This heading comprises direct contributions by the ACP States 
(replenishment of  resources) and the amounts by which transfer 
entitlements have been reduced at the request of  the ACP States. The 
obligation to replenish Stabex resources was abolished by the 
ACP-EEC Council Decision of  19 November 1991. The amounts 
booked in 1996 are primarily accounting resources. 
3  .1. 9  The interest earned on accounts with European paying agents can be 




This heading represents the amount of  interest on deposited funds 
committed for the financing of  projects. This interest leads to an 
effective increase in the Fund's overall appropriation. 
The "interest on deposited funds" heading gives the interest earned on 
deposited funds which are not used to finance projects. 
At the moment, all this interest is booked to the 7th EDF. 







This amount is the difference between revenue booked to the 8th EDF 
(for Stabex) and expenditure under the 8th EDF in f998. 
Surplus paid by a Member State when a call was made for Stabex 
contributions. 
This amount represents the expenditure booked to the accounts for the 
projects in question. 
Expenditure to be regularised comprises all payments awaiting final 
entry in the accounts for particular projects. 
These amounts concern expenditure which can be charged to either the 
6th or 7th EDF. Given the current rate of  implementation of  the two 
EDFs, the greater part of  this expenditure will be charged to the 7th 
EDF. As there is a single treasury, at this stage all expenditure has 
been booked to the 6th EDF 
This heading relates largely to local payments made during December 
and still being processed under the normal accounting procedure 
(accounting officer- authorising officer-financial controller).  The 
majority of  movements under this heading therefore relate to 
expenditure already effected which therefore does actually reduce 
capital available. 
The total amount of  expenditure to be regularised is 
ECU 693 650.16 million, and relates to adjustments to the balances of 
ACP paying agents' accounts at 31 December 1998. 
The amount shown in the 1997 accounts as revenue to be regularised 
was regularised in 1998. 
Under the.8th EDF, Member States may defer payment of  their Stabex 
contributions.  The amount of  the contribution then constitutes a debt 
which generates interest. The breakdown by Member State is as 

































6.2 Revenue and expenditure account 
Introduction 
This table shows in aggregate form all revenue and expenditure relating to the various 
EDFs. 
Revenue is broken down 1by heading. Revenue from the same source is grouped under 
the same heading.  ' 
Expenditure is broken down according to the instruments provided by the financial 
protocol to the Lome Convention. In certain cases, the principal instruments are 
broken down into subheadings. 
This table is made up of  three columns. The first shows the balance carried forward 
for each heading at the beginning of  the financial year. The second shows the year's 
changes for each heading. The third gives the balance for each heading booked at the 
year end. 
Since this table shows all revenue and expenditure, the balance must be equal to the 
Fund's treasury. The real treasury includes all the other assets except amounts due 
from the Member States (contributions remaining to be paid plus interest on arrears). 
3.2.1  Sum of  the contributions paid by the Member States to the EDF at 
31 December 1998. In the case of  the 7th EDF, an exchange-rate loss 
ofECU 112.17 on the (Jerman contribution in previous years has been 
offset by interest oQ deposited funds. 
3  .2.2  The Stabex operating rules stipulate that the interest earned by the 
balance in hand is automatically added to Stabex resources and can, 
co~uently,  be committed in the same way as the initial 
appropriation. 
The "interest used/Stabex" heading relates to interest already used to 
finanCe Stabex projects. 
3.2.3  The Fund's total expenditure from the date of  its creation up to 
31 December 1998 is broken down by instrument. 
3  .2.4  Total administrative expenditure is broken down as follows: 
-24-Project  6.1.1  Current financial costs 
6.1.2  Exceptional profit and loss 
6.1.3  Interest on arrears 
6.1.4  Revaluation at end ofyear 
6.1. 5  Payments and VAT recovered 
6.1. 6  Costs and sundry revenue -
6.1. 9  Interest and bank charges on 
account for advances on study grants 
6.1.10  Technical assistance costs 
Total 











3 788 999.88 
2 511  153.42 
6 300 153.30 6.3 Statement of  sources and application of  funds 
Introduction 
Neither the balance sheet nor the revenue and expenditure account give a full picture 
of  the origin of  the funds made available to the EDF during the year or how these 
funds were used. The statement of  sources and application of  funds does this. 
This statement shows the movements of  funds during the period in question. The 
expression "movements of  funds" means any use or source of  funds. For any given 
period, sources and applications of  funds must balance, since any use of  funds must 
be financed in full beforehand. 
The statement of  sources and application of  funds is drawn up on the basis of  the 
balance sheet and the revenue and expenditure account for the period in question. 
Movements of  funds correspond to changes relating to the headings in these two 
documents. Increases in assets and reductions in liabilities correspond to application of 
funds, whereas reductions in assets and increases in liabilities correspond to their 
sources. 
Variations in bank balances are not taken into account and the difference between the 
sources and applications of  funds is reflected in the changes to the available balance. 
Sources 
3.3 .1  Reductions under these headings are offset by an increase in the 
expenditure booked in the accounts for projects. They are hence 
considered to be sources of  funds. 
3.3.2  This heading exists because of  the single treasury far all EDFs under 
implementation. In addition, Member States make payments for only one 
Fund at a time. As soon as a Fund is used up, the Commission calls for 
contributions to the following Fund. 
3.3.3  See notes 3.1.12 and 3.1.13. 
3.3.4 
4.3.1  Contributions paid correspond to cash deposited by the Member States 
during the financial year in the treasury accounts. 
4.3.2  All interest booked to the "interest" and "interest/Stabex" headings 
appears under this heading. 
-26 Application of funds 
3.3.5  Expenditure for the year represents applications of  Funds financed either 
by ·an outgoing payment or by a reduction in the heading "expenditure to 
be regularised". 
3 .3. 6  All advances paid out are financed by a negative cash movement and 
therefore constitute a withdrawal of  funds. 
3.3. 7  Transfers of  appropriations which were not used under other EDFs 
increase the overall appropriation of  the receiving Fund and reduce that 
of  the Fund of  origin. 
6.4  Statement of debts and VAT to be recovered 
Amounts to be recovered are not finally booked to projects until they 
have been collected.  Their booking constitutes a reduction in 
expenditure rather than an increase in resources. Consequently 
movements of  such amounts are not individually shown in balances and 
special methods have to be used to identify them. 
A separate table has therefore been introduced for amounts to be 
recovered which have been removed from other financial statements in 
order to ensure consistency between the balances and financial 
statements (balance sheet and revenue and expenditure account). 
Moreover, the Financial Regulation applicable to the 8th EDF 
specifically provides for such a table. 
The table shows debts still to be recovered at the beginning of  the year, 
amounts collected and the balance of  debts still to be recovered at the 
end of  the year. 
-27 2 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EDF CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS AT 31.12.1998 : 
ANNUAL FIGURES (ECU '000) 
APPROPRIATIONS  6th EDF  7th EDF  8th EDF  6th,7th &8th 
Programmable aid  5.179.574  6.083.352  7.677.000  18.939.925 
Structural adjustment (SAF)  6.000  1.156.000  1.400.000  2.562.000 
Non-programmable aid  2.586.956  3.892.152  4.074.118  10.553.226 
Transfe~  to other Funds  110.084  437.651  547.734 
Sundry revenue  0  13.830  13.830 
TOTAL  7.882.614  11.582.985  13.151.118  32.616.716 
AGGREGATE TOTAl  ANNUAL FIGUR.=S 
%of 
As at 31/12/98  appropriation  1994  1995  19S-5  1997  1998 
DECISIONS 
6th EDF  7.488.991  95  47.806  45.601  -53 C::Ca  24.216  -44.644 
7th EDF  10.435.334  90  2.432.908  1.474 489  1 017 873  591.769  116.834 
8th EDF  2.224.097  17  2.224.097 
TOTAL  20.148.422  2.480.714  1.520.090  964.865  615.985  2.296.287 
ASSIGNED FUNDS 
6th EDF  7.160.980  91  180.667  89 818  12·~ .!57  109.117  563.443 
7th EOF  8.718.221  75  1.790.247  1.505 878  i  25~ 557  852.298  563.443 
8th EDF  893.967  7  893.967 
TOTAL  16.773.168  1.970.914  1.695.696  , .380.014  961.415  2.020.853 
PAYMENTS 
6th EDF  6.931.514  88  449.216  268 197  1~131  173.843  153.872 
7th EDF  7.394.120  64  1.332.358  1.295.5i 4  1 ; i 0 250  1.038.852  819.131 
8th EDF  466.621  4  466.621 
!TOTAL  14.792.254  1.781.574  1.563.711  1.3H.381  1.212.695 1.439.624 
• Negative figures represent decommitments. 










l  - ---·----- ---·  ~-- --- --·  - - ---- ------- -- - - --- . ------ -- --- -----
PAY~IENTS 
37 
"  ASSIG:\ED Fl~"DS 
IC6thEDF' 
i 
!II 7th EDF 
!  ' 
!D8thEDF.  .____ ____  ; 1.2 
EDF CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS AT 31.12.1998: 
NATURE OF AID (ECU '000) 
6th EDF  %  7th EDF  %  8th EDF  %  TOTAL  % 
(1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
PROGRAMMABLE AID (NIP) 
Appropriation  5.179.574  6.083.352  7.677.000  18.939.926 
Decisions  4.883.765  94  5.202.523  86  1.064.898  14  11.151.187  59 
Assigned funds  4.590.246  89  3.979.771  65  87.568  1  8.557.585  46 
Payments  4.402.520  85  3.110.390  51  45.316  1  7.558.226  40 
STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT (SAF) 
Appropriation  6.000  1.156.000  1.400.000  2.562.000 
Decisions  6.000  100  1.152.991  100  578.720  41  1.737.711  68 
Assigned funds  5.995  100  1.142.850  99  385.567  28  1.534.412  60 
Payments.  5.407  90  1.130.977  98  239.460  17  1.375.844  54 
NON-PROGRAMMABLE AID 
Appropriation  2.586.956  3.892.152  4.074.118  10.553.226 
Decisions  2.505.747  97  3.708.676  95  580.478  14  6.794.901  64 
Assigned funds  2.478.813  96  3.340.660  86  420.832  10  6.240.304  59" 
Payments  2.443 505  94  2.959.169  76  181.845  4  5.584.520  53 
TRANSFERS FROM OTHER FUNDS 
Appropriation  110.084  437.651  547.735 
Decisions  93.479  85  371.145  85  464.624  85 
!Assigned funds  85.926  78  254.940  sa  340.866  62 
Payments  80.081  73  193.583  44  273.664  50 
SUNDRY REVENUE  - 13.830  13.830 
TOTAL 
Appropriation  7.882.614  11.582.985  13.151.118  32.616.717 
Decisions  7.488.991  95  1  0.43'5.334  90  2.224.097  17  20.148.422  62 
Assigned funds  ?:160.980  91  ·8.718.221  75  893.967  7  16.773.168  51 
Payments  6.931.514  88  7.394.120  6.!  466.621  4  14.792.254  45 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 2.  SITUATION BY COUNTRY AND BY INSTRUMENT 
2.1  6th EDF 
Notes to the management accounts: 
(a)  In tables  1 to 8, the figure "0.0" indicates that the corresponding amount is 
between ECU -50 000 and ECU 50 000. 
Where no figure is given. the amount is equal to zero. 
(b) In  all  tables  the  heading 
44 All  countries"  refers  to  projects  \\:·hich  cover a 
number of  countries but are not financed by regional cooperation. 
(c) In all tables the heading "Financial and administrative expenses" represents 
projects financed by EDF interest which hav-e been transferred to a financial 
instrument (grants, Structural Adjustment Facility)_ with the exception of  one 
amount ofECU 1 million financed from the "grants" appropriation and used 
for posting bank charges and _exchange rate differences. 
(d) In  the  first  column  of tables  1  and  2.  the  allocation  for  "Regional 
cooperation"  (ECU  912.2  million)  corresponds  to  the  Commission's 
regional cooperation target for ACP States only (see Chapter II, point 2.1). 
(e) In tables  1 and  2, the heading "Reserve'' (ECU  5.9 million) corresponds to 
unallocated grants. These grants come from the unexpended balances of  the 
following instruments: 
Interest-rate subsidies: 
Aid for refugees: 
ECU  4.3 million 
ECU  1.6 million 
ECU 5.9 million 2.2  7th EDF 
Notes to the management accounts: 
(a) In tables I  to 8, the figure "0.0" indicates that the corresponding amount is 
between ECU -50 000 and ECU 50 000. 
Where no figure is given, the amount is equal to zero. 
(b) In all  tables the  heading  "All  countries"  refers to  projects  which  cover a 
number of  countries but are not financed by regional cooperation. 
(c) In all tables the heading "Financial and administrative expenses''  r~presents 
projects financed by. EDF interest which have been transferred to a financial 
instrument (grants, Structural Adjustment Facility). 
(d) In  the  first  column  of tables  I  and  2,  the  allocation  for  "Regional 
Cooperation"  (ECU  I  192.9  million)  is  composed  of the  Commission's 
regional cooperation target (ACP States only) of ECU  I  125  million (see 
Chapter II, point 2.2.) plus the target .overrun (i.e. ECU 67.9 million). 
(e) In tables  1 and  2,  the  heading  "Reserve"  (ECU  14.1  million)  represents 
unallocated grants still available. 
2.3  8th EDF 
Notes to the management accounts: 
(a)  In tables 1 to 8. the figure "0.0" indicates that the corresponding amount is between ECU-
50 000 and ECU 50 000. 
Where no figure is given, the amount is equal to zero. 
(b)  In all  tables  the  heading  "All countries"  refers  to  projects  which  co,·er  a  number of 
countries but are not fmanced by regional cooperation. 
(c)  In all  tables  the  heading  "Financial  and  administrative  expenses·  represents  projects 
financed by EDF interest which have been transferred to  a financial  insuument (grants, 
Structural Adjustment Facility) 
{d)  In the first column of tables  I and  2.  the  allocati~n for "Regional  Cooperation"  (ECU  1 
300.0 million) is the Commission's regional cooperation target (ACP St3tes only) 
(c)  In tables l and 2. the heading "Reserve" (ECU 1 727.1 million) ccYers n'o separate items: 
- a  figure  of ECU  548.0  million  reserved  tor  the  ~lP of 5  countries 
(Burundi, Congo, Eritrea, Rwanda and Sierra Leone) where aid has been 
suspended,. or is blocked for political or administrati'.·e reasons; 
ECU 1 179.1  million representing other unallocated gr3..1"lts. 
~7 611111U>f.' RESt.LT BY STA  TK (Mict.j 
CUMULATIVE 1tt8  2.1 Table 1 
NATIONAL JNDICATIVI PJlOGaA.'\.Il«  NON NIP  TOTAL 
Oelagated  Oelegaled 
Apprqwido- Pa,menls  .  Dect5ion&  ~  Decisions  Approprlatio  Payments  :NIP. 
M  M 
Mecu  Mecu  %NIP  .  Mecu  ·  Mecu  % NIP  .  Mecu  % NIP  Mec:J  % ~liP  Mecu  Mecu  Mecu 
ANGOLA.  102.0:  101.9!  99.9%1  89.6  865- 84.8%  18.8!  18.4%:  ~es  1!4'4  120.1!  1083~  105.3 
BENIN  89.5~  86.6  968%  85,8  84.7  94.6%  34.1j  38.1'lln  341  ~  1%  120,7  119.9'  118.8 
BURKINA FASQ  107.5!  107.5:  100.0%;  105.Z  103,3 ·  96.1%  27,0;  25.1%'  23 £  .::2  1%  134.5  1322  127.1 
BOTSWANA  30.5'  27.7:  90.7%  27.1  24.3.  79,7%  299!  97.9%j  293  359%  57.5.L  565,  53.6 
BUR\.!_~01_______  108.0:  1031'  95.4%l  93.61  93.5'  86.6%  56.2!  52.0%'  !~2  520%  159~- 149.8~~ 




'  66.3.  95.4%  404,  58.2%:  38!  ~~a%  !09.0~~~--~ 
CHAD  89,0;  88.4'  99.3%,  84.3  83.1  93.4%  49.7!  55.9%!  4a 5  ~.U%  138.1,  132.8  131,6 
CAMEROON  101.0,  100.5.  99,5%  99,6'  97.9·  96.9%  203 41  201.4%1  203:  :c1 2%  303.9j  302 8  301.1 
:OS  ::~:  ~-::  :::
1 
::;'  ~~-~  ~:::  ~;:~1  =:~:i  ;~~  ~!:  ~::::  ~;-~  :~:; 
CAPE VERDE  24.5'  24.4  99,5%!  24.4  23.8  97.2%  3.3:  13.5%1  • '  13 3%  27.7:  27 7  27.1 
DJIBOUTI  16.0  15.8;  98.9%1  15,4  134.  83.8%  2.3 1  14.3%•  "'  ~42%  18.1!  176'  15,_7 
E~-T~IAl  GUI~~------------ ~~~j_.  ---~~-- .~..:~~---11..:~---~  -------~=~~ ____  1_~·!L  _  _!~~~~t-- 13:  ~- :~~~ _____  2~~~i _____ _3~-:  ..  ____  23.7 
ETHIOPIA  210.0:  209.9'  100.0%:  171.21  1632·  77.7%  187.1!  89.1%  13:!  C!70%  397.0  3583  346.0  =---·-·-- ------·----- ----- ·--- ----~:~+  ·  !~{r·--- -:~=~- ----~Ht ·- -~~~~r --- fs~i:  ----- 2~~~t----~~:~---- :t~-.  ;;;:~  ----·-i·~:~-~ ....  ·;~~} - 1~:; 
GAMBIA  21.0:  210  99.9%1  20,7  194'  92.5%  19.8'  94,4%:  1S!  ;43%  ~  405.  392 
GUINEA BISSAU  37.15'  37.5  99.9%1  36.4  35.1.  93,7%  6.81  18.2%~  u  1i  7~  44.3  43.2  41,8 
GUINEA  114.0  112.8  98.9%  110.7!  109.5  96,1%  77.2!  67,8%1  s·:  ~91%  190_:1~-i-~~6  ___  1~~ 
IVORY COAST  82.0'  82.0  100.0%1  81.71  811:  98.8%  383.4•  467.6%.  3a3:  .IGi.J-..,  465.4.  465,0  464.2 
~l_KEI~~:YA  135.0'  115.5  85~105.0  101.01  74.8%  90.5'  67.0%1  5~:  559%  206~~1:  1900 
•  45.o,  45.o  too.O%.  39.9  306!  68.0%  9.11  20.1%!  •..  190%  541,  ~~L---~ 
lE~. _J  41,5:  412:  99.3%  40.9j  cot:  96.7%  10.4!  25.0%.  ~c:  :!45%  51.6.  513  50.3 
MADAGASCAR  125.0  124.0
1  99,2%  113,01  99.6•  79.7%  38T  30.7%:  ;)€;  :!88~,__.162.4  149.3  135.6 
MALAWI  114.5,  113.1,  98.8%  109.5  ~  93.3%  53,3!
1 
46.6%1  ~:::  £6.:2%  166.5 1  1627:  159.8 
MAURITIUS  31.0;  308:  99.5%  29.8,  29.3;  94.6%  12,2  39.5%1  .• •  394%  43.1o  42.1.  41,5 
MAURITANIA  615;  611 1  99~  60.8
1  57.5·  93.4%  42.4!  69.0%!  4"  1  688%  103.6·  103.2'  99.8 
~BIQUE  ~::~;  ~=:~:  ::~~  ~=::!  ~:~:::  :~::  ~::;  ::;::  ~;  ~~-~  ;:~::~- ~ 
t;;;".GER  1220  121.~%  to7.8  102.2i  83.8%  38.0'  31.1%•  ·-~  309% ___  159,5:  1456~:  --,399 
RWANDA  110.0:  9_!.3:  83.0%1  ~~-82.21  74,7%  70.9j  64.5%:  "':;  645_~  162.2~  1507j  153.1 
SENEGAL  108.5.  108.5  100.~.J..  108,21  105.4·  97.2%  163.91  151.1%!  1~· 3  139.4%  ------272.4  26~~:_! 
SEYCHELlES  .  6.2  6.2;  99.6%1  ~L  6.21  99,4%  1,7j  27.3"4,  :!7.Z%  7.9'  7.9.  7.9 
SIERRALEONE  655:  637~  97.3%  62.5f  62.2,  95,0%  9.7!  14.8%;  .::  14.6%  73.4T'  12.2:  71.B 
5.9_r.w.~-----~------ 159,3:__142.51  89.5%1  .  135.6  .  115,8!  72,7%  30.7·  19,3%.  3-:.  189%r--- 1733+-__  1663 ____  ,~ 
~OTOME&PRINCIPE  __  •  6.0:  5.9~  99,1%
1  5.~+- 5.9·  98.1%  4.0!  _ 67,0%  ::  67.0%  10.0.  10.0  9.9 
~UOAN  '  145.0,  ·  80.1 •  55.J'%L  69.~  68.51  47,2%  1<l7.6·  101,8%!  1£C- 101.2%  227.(  216 3·  215.2 
SWAZILAND  25.5  25.3- 99.~  25.0  24.4.  95,7%  9.4 ·  36.9%'  :.!  36.8%  34 7!  34.4.  33.8 
TANZANtA  -------~ .= __  176.5:  _..!!!!J....__91~6~~61.0  14609  .. 62il  91.0%  23.41  13,3%'  =t_A __  ~~f--185.:.!t---1~_____!!4..:: 
!...~-------- 61.5'  ~~L-_49.3  80.0%  49.6  806%.  :.~;  ~.1%  99.2.  s3.2·  83.1 
~!>~  _____________  __!_J~_.o_:  -~95.8%1  126.2  125.9!  94.6%  26.3!  198%  ·..:- ~~--~~-1~2.5:  1521 
~IGE_!tiA  213.5  18:!.8i  85.5%;  178,6  177.2  83.0%  17.7r  8.3•.4  ··:  83%  200.3  195.2'  194.8 
ZAMBIA  920.  90 1•  97,9%  88.11  87.7!  95.3%  ~  15.6%  ·:  ~  156%  104.4!  1024f----w2.Q 
Z -,-M~;;.:;;;;--------- -77_o-·  --r:-r--49  --97.3,;_+---- 71-.cl  100,___
1  90- .  ...: ·--,--.-2_7
1
·  16.5"'  _  ----t---~.--- ......,....  ....  +-----'C:..:.:."+....---=~4---.:..:..:.,.:.;,...  ____  -:_ __  1_?~~ ______  8_!_!___  84 2.  ~~ 
DEMOCRATICREPUBLICOFcONOO____  166.5  140.3'  84,2%1--·  119.31  105.c1  63.3%  8.31  5.0%  ~3  5.0%  148.6  127.5·  113.7 
';'TOTALAFRICA  3.124,5.  3884,4,  83,8%  3473,4•  3333,3i  84,9%  2191,2,  55,8%  21S3.3  S<l,4'4  5875~~~ 
ANTIGUA-BARBUDA  4.5:  ,..:  97,7%  4,4  4.3!  94.6%  1.5!  33.314'  • ~  333%f-·  59r----5.9'---Ts 
e  \OOS  _____  s~-~~too.O%.  2.9  21j  53.5%  2.21  43.1%.  •  .  418•4r-·---~~---~-- 4.8 
BL  .  .:  80  8.0\  100.0%1  8.0,  801  99,7%  5.0i  62,1%  • '  621%  130  13.0•  12.9 
8AH.aMAS  4.0  3.3!  82.3%
1 
3,3  3.3  82,3%  2.11  66.3%  663%  5.9  5.9  59 
DOMINICA  6,0  601  100,0%  5.81  5,7  95,8%  5,0!  83,9%  • •  83.9'~  11,0:  10.9:  -~ 
GREN.AOA  5.5~  5.51  99,8'Ai  5.5  5.4!  98.9%  5.3j  957%.  :~  957%  10.8:  107•  10.7 
~~~~  -- 22.t'  21.8\  98.5%~~'4  97.9%  3.9!  17.7%  :;~  17.7%  25.7,  25.7:  2~~ 
~~~~---------- __  4_0._2 __  ~_99.4%~  39.8.  35.9j  89.3%  11,41  28.4%  ..  .1  28.4%  -~----~~-~ 
STCHRISTOPHERNEVIS  3.5  3.1!  88,1%:  3.1:  3.11  88,1%  1.5- 42.9%  42.9'.4  4.6  4.6:  4.6 
SAJNTLUCIA  6 o.  60~  99.5%  5.1!  5.1!  85.0%  3.01  . 49.3%  :.  49 3%  8 9'  8 1
1  8 1 
5~~~NAM  ·---~'!:_~~  15.8j  66.~~L_-~  66.0%  3.9'  162%  :;;  -~~~-=---!~~~~-----~i~---~ 
:;~~_!_VINCENT&GRENAOINES  ---·  70'  6.9·  98.6%..j_ _  ___!:?.j___6.7l  95,6%  3.2+- 46.1%  :::  46.1% ___  _____]_?__!,; ___  ~---~ 
i;:;IIIIOAO&TOBAGO  --·  150  1451  96~12.9 1  6,21  41.3%  11.5!  76.8~  -~f-----~:_0  ___  ~~!_,_  __  !!~ 
•TOTALCARI8BEAN  ..  -1so:a-----wiTt3.0%!  135,1-,  --123,8f""-ii1%- 80,0•  39,8'4  !$5  39,5'4  2~.2  194,7'  183,4 
=iJi  - ____  ..  20_~~  __  ·  __ !~-q:---9o.,~r:--=i!(-_-.·  _17.3~  ----~6~3~  4.1!  2C7%  _  20.i%  22.2  21.9.  21.4 
.r;RieATI  65  65.  99.4%
1  6,4  61,  94.0%  2.81  4~3·~  ••  423°.4  92.  S·2:.  89 
=--;:;ui:.'t·lEWGUINEA _____ --- - ----Ji·s-Ji&-;---·9i4o/7. --3J.s--3'3.0'f-95.s%·r---148:8~·  431.3•.,.  .,. - 391.3%  .. ·1a24-·----,777"'--16ao 
~~~~~~~z:~~;Jr~-it~~~~~~~  ---~~~~~t~~~~lt~~~  ~~ 
•TOTALPACIFIC  ·----~-~---~~~--__!;!._·  --~~~2~f--- 233,01  22S.O'"t  :·~:  ~135%  ____ E~~----·-322,8_:  __  ~1_~ 
.!;.!.C.~~TR1E~--- •. --- ---· ---- '  ·  ·  201'  201  201  "0 1 
:-..:-:>IONALCCCFE~iiON  -·---9;·::·-- -·!aia:_.  -g7-5~>··  ---si'7~9_: __  "787./ -·- as-J~ ·-· ...  ;~.j,__ ..  --·7·7-;-;-----:~::- -----7.·5~..  9~.2  --~7~8;57 
;;  ~ti-t~~~  &  A!?t.bN~~~~~!~s~s ·  ~==i~C  ~-~=~  ?_ ~:  ~-~  ~~~~-:~- -~--~~7~  1  =~--=~  ~~~-~=~-~~~ ----- ~-p  ~-- -=-!J.:S=~----~=-~~  =- ~~---~~~~~:~  ~.  13 2  --~(~~~-~  ·117 
~~~~ii1c:;-·  .. ---..  _  .. 5~1o~~~-----~-~!~~!~-~- ..  s.a ...  .,.;  4529.o  ~~.7i:=  .. --~5._i~  2sa~:7i---..  ~-~~~~~=--~=:~_=:-_--__  .. ~J~  7399.a  __  .  ~-!~4~:~-~~~~~8 
7oU  ---~L  ..  84.2~  __  8_1_.3 ____  ....  58,9, __  78.5"'•  2.~·-5: _____ _3~~-9~------=~-~-- ___  31.3~  .... _!9._2  ______ 85.6  _______  ~:.!  • TOTAL OCT 
·-·· ·----··. ------
• 'l'OTAL ACP • OCT  5.179.1  -l883,8  94.3~,  4590,2  .U02.5  85,0~.  2605.2  SO.l'o  :i~:  43.t"~  7-lft.O  7181,0  6931.5 ALL COUNTRIES  --
REGIONAL COOPERATION  -·-- --- --- ----- .... -- ----
FINMlCI,cl.L & ADMiNIS  EJ\PEN3ES 
RESERVE 
'TOTALACP 
• TOTAL OCT 
• TOTAL ACP • OCT 
NIP 
15111  KDil' R£sut,T BY ST  A TK ()-U:Cl1 
I'IATIONALI:'iDICAlTVli: PROCRA~IMK 
Oelegaled 
06dslons  Approprialio- Paymenlll 
0,  ·1  9~0· 
NON NIP 
Decisions  ~ 
--___  i§~=---c-~=---32~~~- - --+-----·+--·--·----+--------··:=·:::::;.· 
- -~~E~----_1~?_-~(!_,__  ---
9122  5C  06% 
i2  o  o·~  ---- ·- ---·--
59 
5.102,7  36.-l  ~.T''o 
78,9  4.5  ..s.s·. 
5.1  40.l  ~.s·~ 










1  I 
NON NIP 
llllmst  £mergen.:y  Refugee 
Sabl!idies  Aid  Aid 
2.1Table3 
TOTAL 
Trar.s:m  Slnlcnltal  Totat 
SYS.\IIS  ~:m  ~=  NON NIP 
State. 
A,'iOOl.A  101.9 1  101.9  ll."'  2.6  ~S·  I  1  IS.8 
Beo1N  86.6  86.6  0.3  0.1!  1:!7J  17.7.  J.f  >1.1 
1::0.:' 
120"" 
EB~l~~·=~~A~f~AS~0--------------4---~1~0"~.s~·----~+---~10=~~5+---~~----7 o.~~----~~~r---~17 !.7 7~,  ----~7.~3\r---7.-~--~6~.6~-----+~~2~~~.0~---~1> 5
"~.-~ 










6th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECU) 
I  i  I  I  2.1 Table4 
NOM NIP  TOTAL 
Total 
NIP 
Inter~  Emergency  Rc. 
Subsidies  Aid  Aid 
Risk 
Capital 
irarufm  Slructur.al 
STABt."X  SYSMJ.~.;  from o!hcr  Adju:IIJnull.  Total 
Funds  Facilities  NON NIP 
Stata 
~  I  ~ 
-2,3  I  -0.4 ·  -o.~  -;~ 
BOTSWA.'I;A  !  0,4  0,4  0.4 
Bl.'Rl"!I."DI  i  •. ,,)  -~.1  !  '·0.1  -0.1  -4.~ 
I.JH.~'=A  o.~  o.~  1  :  -0,9  :  o.o!  -1.n  .c  •. s 
iJA.\IBL\  1.0  1.0  -+----'  ---~----·-·  ________ j__-1----________  !.,:0 









-o,:  ;  ----~ 
M  I  M 
·2.1  ----r  -:,i 
19,6  •0,-'  0,5:  I),;!  19,8 
LESOTiiO  ·O,:  -0.2  I  -0.~ 
MADAGASCAR  :.5  2,5  J  1.8J_  1,8  4,3 
MAL\\\1  0.0  0.0  I  1  ..Q,I  I  .(/.)  ..().) 
~L\L1UT.~'-'IA  O,fi  I  0,0  0,0 
~  -~~-- ---·-- ---. ____ ._, 7-{f--- ------{i :  __ --+.  --.- ""-ti,lt------- -0.1  --------g:g 
RWA.,"DA  -5."  -10.0  -15,7  -1,6  ·l,fi,  -~.5  -18,: 
SEYCHELLES  0.0·  0,0  0.0 
SIERRA LEONE  0,0  0,0  -0,1!  -0,1  -0,1 
SO!I.L-Ul~  _ _" __________  ~:(l.2 ____  ._,  -0,2  Of)!  .(16·  +  '  .fJ,6  -0.8 
SAC' TO~fE  & PRINCIPE  0,0  O,t)  :-----....!-~---- f----~-- -----------:1----· ------ --·-o:o 
S\\':\ZD...~'-"0  0.3  0.3  0.1  ----~ 
TA.'=ZA-...,lA  ·U  ·1.5  -0,3·  -0,3  -1.8 
TC"K•  -0,5  -3,8  -4,-1  O,Oi·  0,0  ~.~ 
IJll.~'"'DA  .(1.1  -0.1  I  •  .c_\.3 ·  .  ·'.1.3  -1.1.~ 
~lvERL\  .-.1  -~1.1  -28.~  ·r-:  .. $ 
l.A.\f.Bl\  1.3  1.3  i  I ,3 
Z~fB.  .. \BWE  -1.9  -1.9  I  :  I  I  ·1.9 
J?,P~f~"='RATICREPUBU~  OF CON~.2_  ·-·-.  ·2.2  __ J_ ___  ~l_{•  _______ =r= __ :  __ -----~-_  __Qfl ___  _:;;:: 
• TOTAL AFRICA  -3,6  -34,9  -38,5  0,0,  ·1,3.  -3,0:  :  --~.;_  ____  ·--- -3,3  -41,9 
B.\H.\.\L\5  -0.3 .  -0,3  -0,5  :  _  .  I  -0,5 
J)l)~~l'.:'A  0.1.  0,1  0.01  0.0  0,1 
ORF."ADA  0.0  0.0  0,01  0.1)  0,0 
I.Jl"Y.\.'=A  -0.1  -0,1  -0.1 
J.~\L-\!CA  0.0.  0.11  -0.1  -0.1  0.0 
SL"Rr'-:A.\1  __ =t  -0.3  -1.3  -~- _____  .:__ ___  ~!-TI- __  _:2&_  -~ 
~:n:>AD  &. TOBAOO  I  .. (1,5  -0,5  0 0  ..0 ..  ..(.) ..  -0 ': 
~OTALCARIBBEAN  -- _____  ;:~r ---~  !:!  ... L  .....  __ o~~r  .....  ~- -~~1~~t-=~~- --_  ::~ ~;  KlR:B..\ii ________ -- ------ o.o.  --o:o --·  ----- ------- 1  o,o 
PAPI.'A ~"EW OUThl'EA  -1.1.3  -0,3  .fJ.3 
~LC:·~f•jN  ISLA.'IDS  -0.1 ·  ..0,1  I  -11.1 
Tl  rx  o.o  o.o  o.n 
~~~rE~SAMOA""----------- --~---- ---4~ ---- -----------!-- ______ _!l~t--~-------·--------··-- ____  !:Q  ----63 
*TOTAL PACIFIC  .0,9  .0,1  -1,0  1.01  1,0  0,0 
ACf' REGIONAL COOPERATION  8.1 .  -2..5  5.6  0.0  0,0  5,6 
• TOTAL REGIONAL COOPERATION  8,1·  -2,5  5,6  1  0,0  0,0  5,6 
*TOTAL ACP  2,6  -39,0  -36,4  0,0  -1,3·  -2,0!  .0,2  -3,4  -39,8 
~L.;  i""JITE  03;  0.3  0.3 
~"E'•'' r:.-UEDONIA  0,0·  0.0  O,t) 
F.P-:;:-;;;::H"~oLYr>."ESL\  .  _  n.o  0.01--·  ±  !  --f-·  ----f-----::--:c __  !!{! 
s:r_F-~RRE~t.uq~tt;·~------ __ ~-~-~  ... ___  ---~~f----1------ __________ __: _________________________________  o.o, _______  ....  _  ~.n  ____  ~\:~ 
• !?!AL  FRENCH OCT  ---t  0,~  0,~ ~+---+----~-------1-------------____  ~?_,~--- __ --~  ---~~ 
~~~--~fJL_~=i~=-1-_-]- --=~~~~~h~~~~~-~: f~~~~=::! 
\1'.~:-TSERRAT  •  •).''  o.n  ,  !  ;  1  1  f•.o 
itf~~~~~  -~t~J~=-=~1.~~~=-~t==~ J~~:~;:~;~~-=~:~~:~~~:~~i~~~ =~~ 
•f.-: ?.EOIUN:\LC'Ot)PERATIOl\  .  1.1,1)  0,11  i  I  .  I  '  (_1.(1 
:_:ro'!'~L ttECii61iAl: cooP~'!':I_~!4--__  ·o~(-~~~r-~o~~  -~~-=~~--~------- __  .. :  ____  ----1--~-~---~~----- -----~---_  L____  _  _________  __o~ 
• TOTAL OCT  '  0,2  -4,7  -4,5  I  .0,4  0,0:  .0,4  -4,8 
··toTA~P~r------ ---;  --z.a--:u:71----;.to,gl-·  1  o:o-:----::;·;:r· ---~:3  .... ~--------..o~2;---- ------::u -=40 [~UMuLAnn  YEAR 1198 
NIP 
8th EDF BY  INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE CMECU) 
Total 
NIP 
I  I 
NONMP 
bk  Trantfen  Slnw:tural  Total 




~'!;"  ~::.  :::  :  ·~:;
1 
;~t  ~~~t-- 17.7  l:  -----lH  -~. 
st:RKINAFASO ·  105.:.  tos.:  1  o.~  l  1:.  ~  7.3·  6.6  2~.o  n:.: 
BOTSWANA  21.6·  S.S  27.1  2.6:  Ml  0.-11  4.0  t  :1.·  0.~  2M  S65 
Bl'RUNDI  8.J.tl.  9.9  93.6  j  0.2:  0.41  10.11  44.5t  1.1  S6..Z  149,8 
~~~AL  ~~ICAN_REPUB_!..!£_  __  -1----6~J~I  ____  - -~~ _____  L_~6-l- --------!---~.:!!i--.l!c~-----=~--- __  r--4_o.~  C-.-~~~ 
CHAD  8-I.J,  84.3  I._  1.:.  1.8  3.51  -t9,4,  1.'1  48.5  IJ:::.S 
C:A.'\IEROON  "0,:!  29,4  99.6  I  0,1'  j  1.0'  198.3:  J.J  :Ol.Z  302.' 
CONOO  29.1'  10.0  39,1  115  I  O.J  11.9  Rl) 
g?~ROS  :t"J.3·  20,3  2.0  9.61  •H  f-- 1;~ _  ~:: 
ffi-":,~E  ~:~:  ~!:~  0.:!  4---¥o'-- 9.8~  ~-~  ---~'  ~-fl 
EQI!ATORlALOl'INEA  II.)·  11.3  . -- 13,8  .  :!.!'.1 
EllUOPIA  164.6:  6.- 171.:!  47,5i  tol,:!•  ::9.lJ'  98,6  0.9  --~~~  ~-3.~ 
GABON  16.S,  ':',J  Z..'.8  0.1 1  I  !  3.1  oU  35  2·.3 
GHANA  94.8·  94.8  3.:!  !  I  2::!.0  0.'•  2S.:!  1::0.0 
GAMBIA  20,"'  20.7  0.2·  I  5,7j  13,'7  o.:  19.8  40.5 
Gt'INEADISSAl'  ~-~  ~...  0.1'  I  3.~  :!.9  "-~  6.!  43.: 
OUI~"EA  !OS.";  S.tl  110,'7  1.1•  :!.3i  38.0[  l  33."  0.8  75.9  186.6 
IVORV<.'OAST  6M  :!1.:  81.':'  11.8  0.9•  1,4·  0.1•  .365.3!  H  383,3  46S,t\ 
Keot'YA  95.0:  10 'l  IOS.O  10.8•  0.4:  O.oi  6.61  "0.9!  U  90-:-1  195.1 
LmERJA  )9.9  39.9  6.1.  u;  1  1  8.5  -ts-5 
LESOTHO  31.1  9.9  40.9  S.Oj  4.~;  1.:  lo.-t  51.:' 
MADAGASCAR  101.-l·  11.6  113.0  0.3  J0-4•  -I,SJ  I:  36.4  1-19 .  .1 
~IALA\\1  104.6·  S.O  109.S  1,7  4,1,  13.:!·  11.71  21.7'  O.S  5:t.~  16:.· 
MAURITIUS  2fl.l1  9·  :9.8  3.2  0.1!  I  S.8.  3.0  (•:  1~2  -t2.1 
!\.IAURJTA.~A  60.8·  60.8  0.7•  I.S  2J.S[  I!"  u.·  4~-1  103.~ 
\fALl  m.s•  s.~  1:!6.8  o.s·  1  14.8,  ::!O.J!  _  :Jli.S  16S.:;. 
MOZAAmiQUE  145,3,  14S.J  16.3•  I.H'  10.9  21.5·  61.9  zo·.: 
!lo10ER  !OJ.:,  4.6  10",8  0,4'  ::!. "I  1-t.J•  6.6·  I"'  IS  3".7  14S.6 
RWANDA  8!1.8'  8S.S  1.6  o.~  7.:  61.9  "0.9  IS6 • 
SENEOAL  9S.S  9.~  108.2  1.6·  -U1  ::::.3·  107,0  ::~  "  160,1  :!68.: 
SEYCHELLES  6 '•  6.:::  0.2  l  I.Si  1.7  ~.9 
SIERRALEO!Io'E  s·.6  -1.9  6:!.5  0,4.  7.S·  U  9."  -•' 
SOMALIA  13S.61  13S.6  10.S;  3.8  11.3'  S;  J(l,  166.3 
SAOTOME&PRINCIPE  S.9  5.9  0.1 1  :::.3·  1.6j  t•::·  4.0  10.0 
SllDAl'\1  69,3  69,)  40.~  ::0,\~:t.  6).9
1 
II.~  1-17,0  :!16.3 
SWAZJI.A.''D  ::o.:.  U  2S,O  0,7  1.3·  7,0j  '-'·'  9,4  34.-1 
TANZA.~A  161.0,  161.0  0.1·  IJ.~!:!L__  i  ·.  :3.4  184A 
~A·----------- 1~:~:  :,-1  1~:~  :::.sl  5.9i  ~  :s.s,  ----4--- ~:~  ,:~; 
mOERJA  50.3'  1:8  .  .1  1"8.6  IS.O  1.1'  I  0.61  I  I)~  1~.6  1~.: 
ZAMBIA  73.1  IS.~  SS.I  0.6j  0.6j  11,4'  !  I- 14.3  10:.-1 
ZIMBABWE  -t:.o•  :9.-t  71.4  IO.S  I  Uj  0.91  I  1::!.7  11-1.: 
DEMOCRATICREPUBLJCOFCONOO  112.1 1  ·.1  119,.1  1.3  _  _!c~l:  I  I  .  -'.·i  _  8.3f--.,.~ 
ifO'fALAFRicA  3121,1  352,2  3473,4  111,1  158,11  92,5·  -~~- 1284,5;.__~...!...- 5U --·-.  __  2184,0  5637,3 
.o\NTIOUA-BARBl.IDA  J,t,  1.0  4.1  :==:::r:-__  !:_~1--+-------·----- __  ___!,S  ----~ 
BARBADOS  :,5  0.~  :,9  l.~l____~ o  • .Jt  .  u  ~  2.1  S/J 
aaJZE  Mi  ).o)  8.o  o.11  r----...!:4  o.91  -·  --=~----- s.o  t).o) 
BAHAMAS  :::.6•  u.~  3.3  2.61  '  I  I  I  r·  i  2.7  S.9 
OOMINI<"A  ___  S.L___  ~8  L  I  L  J.ll.  1.2.  r .-.  s.o  Jfl.9 
::  ~~•  ...... _  _; ___  ~!  __  lL±~t-.1  ...  ·--.ii  ___  ·- ...  .!~: _  JE 
sr"lliRis'i'oPJ.iER."~~on1s_____  · ·--3:",-.------- ).t  1  1.s  •  '·'  .. 6 
SAINT LUCIA  S.l  S.l  0.9  1  !  -:.o!  -~  ~__!_! 
SliRINAM  15.3.  tl.S  15.8  O.JI  __  :12t:=  ·:-~  3,9  19. 
SAINI' \1NCENT &: ORENAD.I!Io'ES  6. ~  ·  6. 7  0,6  0.1;  :,6 i  •;.-'·  3.:  10.•) 
TRJNIDAD&TOBAOO  6.9.  6.•\  IZ.9  2.01  0.1!  I  3.0+------.-.f  ~:  11.:  Z-'.1 
"TOTALCARIBBEAN  113,5.  21,8  135,1  12,81  1~1,1•  28,9o  3,7  13.2  r-·59,7  1M,7 
FIJI  ·1-!3  H  1~.7  !I!  o.~j  -r--£3.3'  :  •  -~~  ---=-~ 
laRIBAn  6  .  .t1  6.4  1  1  l  _______;s;  i'  2.8  9.~ 
PAPUANEW  OIJ'JNEA  :0.1  IU  13.6  4.61  I  0.6•  J.S  110,0  :!-J- .;  ,  .  1-'-'.1  ,-~.-
SOLOMONISLA.'IDS  l:t.l·  l.tl  "·0  I  0,1!  I  2.01  31.3.  ...  3),8  .ss.s 
TONGA  6  •  .:!  6.2  0.2:  J  i  1.~  4.3•  .:  '  6.3  1!-t 
nJVALU  1.6  1.6  !  o.s  ----o:J'  0.6  :.' 
VAlWATU  6.-t'  6.-4  O.S  !  19.3:  c :  20.0  :6.-1 
~~N  SAMOA  s.·.  S."  O.~L__.  j  4.::j  II. I  •.·.!  15.6  :o 
"TOTALPAOFJC  75,4·  20.2  95,8  7,0  1,51  0,8  13,1[  111,11·  25.3  1.0  227,2  322.1 
ACPREOIONALCOOPERATION  .68.6'  -t9.J  81'7,9  1.0  I  J  SS.SI  1:.~  69.S  ss·.-1 
*TOTAL REGIONAL COOPERATION~  7811,8.  49,3  817,9  1,0'  [  I  55,5'  12.9  68,5  887,4 
.o\LL COUNTRIES ACP  .  I  19,9•  j  I  .•  20.1  ::0.1 
~~'K'IAL&ADMINIS.EXPENSES  7,1  7,1  I  I  I  •:•.·)  6,0  6.0  D.l 
"TOTALACP  4085,7·  443,3  452t,O  81,7  179,4.  94,8r- 519,11·  1"'7,1  133.3  IA.2  8,0  2548,4  7075.4 
MAYOTTE  ::..s  !tl  4.5  !  I  1.:::1  1.2  5.'; 
!'o"EW CALEDOJiolA  5.~  =-~  7.S  I  0.1:  3.0·  ".3  . - 4, I  II.? 
FRENCHPOLYNESIA  I  _  U  t.S  6.J  0.111  ;  ~-::!."1 .  3.9  ...  7;5  IH 
STPIERRE &  ~UQliELON  !  :::.~  1.•.1  3.4  1  -:  ·'  0.0  JA 
f'RENOIANTARCTICTERRITORIES:  1t.J  0.3  : ---r--- !  111 
WAJ.LIS&Ft1TUNA  I- ::.J  ,,~  3.2  l  1  ------------- ---=--~ -~  .-:ro'tACF'RENCH"OCT' ____  'T ___  ff.5 ___  8.o  --25;5  -·-o.!L._  o-.-1  :---.=-x-~--=--~~!1.!?  3,9  0.8  0.4  .. _  ----~  !--·  3~.3 
-~~~~"-------.  --- -----1  -----~:!_  __  ___!:_  -~---~-------f------ ,_  --·-=--~---------·---------=---·- -- ---·-~ _____  .:!..:.!. 
~.RLANDSA.'IITILLES  '  D.l  ::.!  U.::  0.6·  ·  ·  II.'!  .'  ~  U  !?.· 
•toi'ACDUta:roa------·--!17.2  ___  3.7~20-:-s ---o-.8----.  -----.----3.1  o.s  ----- --'"4.ar-·25.7 
~~u.r.A  __________  ----- ·:=--~·:_  ___ f;- -----_=--=~~-~I:  -~-~~=--~-:-=:-::==-~=-2_~  ... f.["~-=_--_=._~-=~~-====-=-==-:-.-~==  ---f~~~~; 
CA\'MA.'HSLA."T>S  .  : <  I.S  IJ.i.  •  ,  !  0.5  :.•; 
::~;~t-A.'~~~~- ~~~· -~--- L~  __ [c--·;;=::~~  -~~.:=~-==-~.:..  -;_·  -~~~-~.- -: -ir~--·-.-:~·1 =-~-=-~--~=-~-~~~~;=-- --- --~~  ..  ~~-~~~~~~--~~ 
SAINT HELh"NA  i  1.-1  (..1  :  ,  !A 
sAJl"fViNCENTiGREN.\ims·---~------;r.;;-- o  .  .,  o.1·  __________ ;_.s_;__  ·  ...  _,  J.::  ,.,.~~ 
-~~S&:_fAlC'OS --·==-:~==:l_  1.6  • .!i :.-.=::_ __ __;__ _________  ~----- ___ '!~  o.:  1.' 
f~~1~~~t:Al'-os --- ------ .;----~--:<---H ·- --··,;:- ..  _;__  -~----·  -~·  --~.,,~  ·  __ g_2 ____ . ____  ~-~!-~-----·~=--·::- ~:·;  :~~ 
.-.!~~~J..!IRi'i'iS"H~-!..  ---~=··  __  -_·-~.·  :·==~---~.J=-==)  _s  r---=---- !~.:-.·  - - ·-_0.9 ____  -- -- ~  4.8 :--.. - ~-0/~-=~:-~----~-~-·--~~~-5---- ----s::i ------,-(7 
(l("'r REOI<JNAL COOI'ER.'-TK>.,  I  I  -1  1  - ·- -..  . -- --1:1 
~:~fl~~:'e.-~~ot?_~~AJ:~N_t;==:~:f~---~~~~ ·l==.  .. :_-~;4  "I  ''·'  .  __ -_·-.f~ 
:.~~~ff~~~;·:·.  .  .::.  :.~~-1;~;~:-~-~HF45:~~·  ·a!}-----;7~::=- 94.8  s~}  -14sN--.-~~------!;·~_:_- ·a.oc---2~~~~ ~;~~~~ 
5.2.. 6th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECU) 
ANNUALYEAR~1~9~H~---------.------,-----~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~,------------------~------;-----,~1Tablei 
DECISIONS  NIP  NON NIP  TOTAL 
Total 
NIP 
Inrerest  EmiL!t'gency  Rofugeo 
Subsidies  Aid  Aid 
Risk 
Cap11al 
ANGOLA  0,7  0,7  I  I  I 
BE!"IN  0,5  0,5  l  I 
STABEX 
Tran.•fers  Strucrural  Total 
SYS~lr.<;  lmn other  AdjU:Stmenl 
Funds  Facilitk:1J  NON NIP 
-0.~  ..o.: 
BURiilliA F.-\SO  ---r--·-·::.:..~;------;;-;: ______  :!.!.1  ___  '·-·---t-·--·-·  ---~ ____ _j  ________  - oo-rswA."'A______  1,9·  o.o  1,9  ----r  1  1  ·--~-----o.:  o.: 
BL""RL~DI  -o.:  -0,:!  ! 
0,0 
-~~  o.o· 
CENTRAL AFRICA;-.; REPL'Bl.IC  0,:!  I 
CH~A=o~~~~~~~~------+---~~------;------o~.~6  l  -0.1 1 
0,3  i  I  -0,1 I  -0.1 
CO!-iGO  -0.1  !  I 
COMOROS  0,0  I 
CAPE \"ERDE  0,7  l  0,0  -- -----~ 
DJIROl.TI  0,7 




Z.l  ---- 2,1 
..o.: 














!  !  0,0  0,(1  -0,1 
r-- I 
-0.9:  O,Oi  -1.0  ----:0,3 
I  i  X-----==-==~.!]  Gt.:I!I:E.\ BISSAU  0,3,  0,3  i  0,:  o.:  0,5 
G!J~~~---·----·-·- O,Oi  --·---~  ________ j.  ····---f-·--------~---·- ~-~-- __  .!_ ________  ---0-:-1  0.1 
~CRY  COA~---- --·-I;s.,... ·-- ·:0:1  1,7  ----- i  Ull  1.0  :,7 
KE~YA  M.  JJlr-- -+,  I,CI!  1.0  -tO 
t"ieERL\  u.s:  1-t.S  I  l~.s 
LESOTHO  0.3 ·  0.3  J.___l.  0.~  ·  0,-1  0. 7 
MAI"'\GASCAR  ll.6i  -0,1  11,6  O.Or  0.0  I 1.6  w  ',\1  • u I  u  I - 0,0  0.0  ·-u 
~1.  ...  Tit:S  0,1  0.1  0,1 
M.\L:RITA.-.;IA  OA·  0.-1  0,-l 
MAI.l  -0.11  -0.8  0,:  0.:  -0. ~ 
~IOZA~IBIQL:'E  5, 7  5. 7  i  5. 7 
NIGER  3,:: ~-0  3,::  -----i-- I  0,1  0. I  3,3 
RWA:-o:DA  -5.9,  -J1:1.0  -1~.?  I  I  -16  -1  ('I'  -~ ~  -184 
~~~~~-~LES  ~:~  .Q.} ,--~:~  +----t------~---~---------- -~:  =--~t=~~--~  ~~=-·f~ --- ~~ 
SIERRA LEONE  o,:!,  o,::  I  1  o.o+---r---o;o ---o:: 
SO~IALL\  49·  ___  _:1_:2 ____  L  ___  _J!,QI  ______  ~~I. ___  .. __  ~·-'·-·---- ------~-----'· ...  _  ~-1  4,8 
~~~1~~1f&PRJNCIPE  ... - ---·--!--------~:!:  -~:~- . '  o,l  :  ·--+---
0
_
1  -~:·: 
SW.\ZILAJI;D  0.·1·  -0.1  0.-1  0.1  0.\  0.~ 
·rASZ.\.'<IA  -0.3  -0,3  -0,3'  ·-r-:0.3  -0.6 
TOGO  ..0,3 ·  0,0  -0,3  0,0 L..._  O.!l  ..Qj 
I;GA!"DA  0.1:  0.1  o.ciT  --r---o:o ----oi 
NIGERIA  -::.0  -0..1  -::. ~  -::.~ 
?:AMBIA  .  0.1!  -~-:--.0·' _  .. ·  - I  ~  ----~- ~~ 
Z~\IR:\R\VF.  --------- .  -l.Q:  ~.: ___  _:!·2 ----+-- __l-----~---- ____  .:..!.:_7 
?~f'fn~~~!I~5'.£.I":.~~c:'!:~-=~~~~~.  -·-=-1o:a  --~:.i --------+- o.o
1
·  o.~  -:i.o~--------s.4---i';t----~-=- ~-=--=-f~ -=~=~~ 
BARBADOS  o.o.  o.o__  j  .  +---=--r ___________  ~1-- .  o.0  -~ 
~~~.&:5--------·--:-------= =---g:~  -- ~~ ----* ----=-' ===:t.  ----t~---~--===~~  ==-~~==--:±----f----- =---==~ 
00~1:--:IC.\  ---1- 0.1  0.1  r  I~---+---------------+---- _______ ,  --~ 
~{~~~~--- ----~--- ~}  ·---~1---.. -·-t-- ..  ·-- ~~--.... ! ·- ........  ------~:~!------- .....  6:~ ...  -~1 
JA~IAICA  0,0  0.0  I  -0,1~  -0. I  0,0 
'A~I  0,0  0,0  I  I  I  -0,5 i  -0.~  -0.  ~ 
'  -·.  T \'INCE!'.'T & GRENADINES  0.1  0.1  I  L---+- 0.0  I  0.0  0.1 
rRr:-:IDAD& TOBAGO  0.~.  0,4  I  L_O.O,  -0.::1  -0.:  0.2 
·ror~"EAN  o.s ·  .o.2  o.~  '  o,o.:  .o;it·  .o.a  .o,4 
~1
1 R
1 I:;_,ATI  -0.~  -0,3  t--- -0,3 
...  "'  0,0  0,0  I  I  :  0.0 
-0, ~  I  I  ~I  :-·-----r--;;-_.5  f'AI'I,A SF.W  GIJINEA  _  "11.::  =t  .  J  .,, _ 
SOUJ~.tO:-.i ISLANDS  -0.1  0.0  -0.1  ! 1  =r  I  .01 
TO~A---------------~- 0,6  I  ;  I  ____  1  ____ -------- --o.6 
Tt:\':\Ll~  O.fl  (l,O  I  r----~- --~ 
~f.~¥:~sMtOA----~---8 '  ~:l~  ~·~  ~=!--·-~---l------------1=----~-------- -~ 
.-T-OTAl.-· PACIFIC  ·-- -----0-,1---o-,o·  .  ...  =1  +------:  ----------------~·-----f------ _____  .:.. 
-'-_o:'-=:-0:--:-=:-~--::::-::--=-:-:-,_-_------ -:-----;-;~-----7+---:-0:;_::..,'1 --·--·- I  , • •  .  ~---- .. ---- -----~ 
;~~;;~~~~1~!'J~;~~:~moNf--- ~~:!- -·-{:1··  --~!j  - -·  i  .. - :  ·  :  - f _.....  -·  ---- ·  ~:~:  - ·  ·  ~:~  ·  · ·  ~;:: 
i!~;,::~~~-~l--:~~~~~1~~~;--..  ~~~~-~i~~~~~~~-~~~~;:~~t=~~-~~  ~1 
~%~~~~~~,  =::  .:=:;=~--f~~~~:  :=-~  ~  ~~  :=~-F:==: .  - ·- ~~~:~:~:.·~=-~ .  ::;;~~::-~ --~~ ·  :-~~ 
~!l~lt~~L£':~ -=-t=.il===;  ~-~~~~~~~=~~~:~~-=~-.  ~·- ::=.--·==~ ·:-:- ;=~:=- =-~~~ 
'i,\i: .1  Y.'~C:_!!:;rr  -~-~jRf'::~ADI'E:;  t'.i  l'.l  '1.'.'  0,1  - ·p,:•:::; &  C'AK'I )S  I 
-111  -··!  _, 
.I 
·.  '.:.~·,,i·c-·  ·--- ".1 
.. ... 
I  I  '}.: 
·TOTAL -B-RiTiSH OCT 
--~ -. 
I  -0,-1  ..0,-1  -0,4 
• .•:-; ~Ei.iiUK\L  Cl 'I •PI'RA! lu•;  _, .  ~  r  -r.ll  .1_,,! 
• TOTACREGIONAL cociPERATioN·c·  .  __  ..0,1  1  .0,1  -0,1  • TOTAL OCT  ____  ---·-·--- .. -- 0,9  -t  o;9  -0,4  0,0  -~·4  o·.s 
• TOTACACP.+"i>CT  64,6  -1{4[  sj:z  0,0  0,0  -J,l  3A  3,1  8,1  s·(3 





8th EOF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECU) 
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2.1  Table 7 
TOTAL 






Omnta  : · _ Loaaa 
6th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECU) 
i  i 
NON NIP 
Interest  Emergency  Refugee 
Subs~  .  Aid.  - Aid 
Risk 
Capital 
Transfers  Stl\ICtUFal  TOtal 
STABEX  SYS}.IDi  &om other  Adjustment 
Funds  Facilities  NON NIP 
.1 TableS 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 1998  ...  NIP: 
. :  .. '111 WF RESll._'t B~  STATE ()fECtJl 
:fo\TJOt''O.U. L''DlC.\ffi"E PROCR.\MME 
Delegated  . 




Dtcisiotls  ~alio PaymerH 
M  M 
·:: Mecu  :  Mecu  ~NIP  . MeQI  Mecu  % NIP  Mecu  .  %  NIP  Meal  '!1. NIP  Mecu  Mecu  Mecu 
ANGOLA  . .  115,.oj  97,01  84,4%:  34.41  22.0 i  19.1%  . 41. 1l  35,7"lll  39 5  344%  138.1:  75.4 ~  61.5 
BENIN  93,8  88.6r  94.5%,  ~.01  57,5·  61,3%  47,0,  50,1%  45 3  48 3%  135.6,  112.5  102.8 
BURKINAFASO  149.31  144,21  96,6%1  129.5  112,1.  75.1%  '151.2  101,3%  1~2  845'4  295,41  267.3!  238.4 
BOTSWANA  32.0t  31,(  98.~:  26.3!  17.0·  53.1%  58.1  181.4%  39 4  123 0%  89.4;  79.0'  58.4 
BURUNDI  112,0'  45.61  40.8%  30.2!  27.9'  24.~  89.0.  79.5%  48 C  42.8%  134,6
1  86.4  75.9 
CENTRALAFRICAREPUBLIC  75,01  75,0!  99.~~  70.1  53,5  71.4%  35,6:  47,5%  321  4:8%  110.6'  103.8  85,6 
CHAO  110.31  105.2!  95.4"lll:  89.01  71,4\  64,7%  33.6  30.5%  32 1  291"lll  138.9•  121.1.  1~~ 
CAMEROON  110.0j  110.0·  100.~;  73,;!
1  54.51  49,5%  297.2!  270,2'%  280 4  ~·  9%  407.2·  36!12.._  ___  ~~-~ 
'CONGO  51,0:  41,3:  81.0%  26.7:  14.2·  27.9"4  7.3  14,3%  6 8  13 3%  48 6  33.9  21.0 
COMOROS  23,5!  22,61  96.~·  17,9,  12.3!  52.4%  14.7!  62.7%  13'  5o9%  37-.JT---~~5-:-i 
CAPEVEROE  24,7!  24,6•  99.5%'  23.5;  20.2  81,7%  13,4!  54.2%  133  538"lll  38.01  --'Jsa:-33~5 
DJIBOUTI  19.9·  17.9'  90.1%;  14.9·  13.21  66.6%  8.2:  41.3"lll  56  28 1%  26.2!  23.0  -~ 
EQUATORIALGUINEA  12.5!  12.0:  957%.  0.6.  0.6·  4.7%  8.3:  66.1%  76  508%  20.2 1  82  8.2 
ERVTREA  55.01  27,4  49.8%J  23.7.  18.11  33.~  14,71  26,7%  So  2  16 7%  42.0.  37.6  27.3 
ETHIOPIA  214.01  202.0,  9U~-~~~--29~i--- 335,0!  156.5%  2854  1334"lll  537.0i  4221  j4i,5 
GABON  29,91  28.8'  96,4%1  22.7  20.8  69,4%  27~----1~_:::~  ___  _:15~-----·-~2~---·----~·~ 
GHANA  109,41  95.1  87.~.  54.8  48.1  44.0%  166.0i  151.8%  157,  143'5%  261.2  218.6  205.3 
GAMBIA  23.5·  23.5·  99.8%.  20.6·  18.6,  79.2%  10,9:  46.5%  10:1  464%  _34,4 1  31.6  :!9.5 
GUINEA BISSAU  37,01  36.9'  99.7%!  34,4  19,0!  51.3%  22.51  60 7%  2C 6  55 7"lll  59.4!  55,8  39.6 
GUINEA  127.6·  126f  993%1  117.5  874!  68.5%  171,2!  134.2%  195  62.5%  :!97.9,  212.9.  _:~?_:! 
IVORY COAST  111,8'  111,7  99.~1  95.4  79.6]  71.2%  376,9,  ·  337,4!%  308 4  3:9.5%  488.7;  471.6  447,9 
KENYA  140,0'  81.1  58,0%]  62.2;  41.41  29.5'14  156.0  111.4%  15: 1  10':'.9%  237.2!  215.7  192.4 
l  'lA  50.0:  0.~.  !  0,0'14  35.1  70:204  25  ~  5U 1%  - 35~  26 2  25.1 
L.  • :'HO  50,0:  48 3  96.5%·  45.9'  43.3•  86,6%  59.4:  11S 8%  "'  58 8%  107 6  102 1,  87.7 
MADAGASCAR  133.2'  132.7  99.6%!  123.4'  104.1j  78.1%  89.2,  66.9"1.  54~  83.4%  221.9[  211.6  188.6 
MALAWI  129.2·  128.8·  99.7%.  79.s:  57.8
1  44.8%  t31.1i  1o1.SD•  1:45.  aa.7%  259.91  209.7  1n.4 
MAURITIUS  34,0i  33.5  98.4°.4j  25.3'  19.7:  58.0%  22,9:  67.3%  13-:- 40 4"lll  56.3j  48 1'  33.4 
MAURITANIA  65,9!  65.1  98.8%·  60.1'  52.9  80.3%  124,71  189.2%  ':'5:  113 9%  189,8 1  161.6  128.0 
MALl  158,0,  157.5  99,7%1  138.0  119.21  75,4%  114.2'  72.3%  ~!  57.5%  271,8·  235 5  210.0 
MOZAMBIQUE  170.6·  170.5.  99.9%:  135.1!  120.8  70,8%  100,91  591Cioo  S>CS  53.0%  27~~'i1.3 
NAMIBIA  50,0'~>  49.9  99.8%1  446:  35.7  71,5%  58,3  1165-.  37:  74.5%  1~.11  952  73.0 
NIGER  143,9~  143.8:  99.~
1  128.0.  112.7  78.3%  59,4'  41  2"4  •~  ~  36,3%  203.2~  181.1  164.9 
RWANDA  116,0i  115.1:  97.5'41  61.2  37,4  31,7%  72.5  61.4~  67 S  57.2%  187.6  130.9  104 9 
SENEGAL  125,9J  125.8  99.~!  119.2:  90.9·  n.l%  96,3  76 511\  !:  :  64.5%  222.1]  211.6  172.1 
SCYCHELLES  5.4.  5.4  996'41  5.3:  4.9•  90.3%  2.1  381;  ~-~  37,6%  7.4l  7.3·  6.9 
SIERRA LEONE  83.6j  75.0  89.7%1  35.2  26,1  31,2%  44.3.  53.~  •· •  49.5%  119.3j  78.2'  67,4 
SOMALIA  o,o,  -L .  I  22.8  ~.  22.8+--6i-,  ___  2.5 
SAOTOME&PRINCIPE  8,0  7.8'  97.4~  5.3  4,6.  57.8%  10,6  13~0'o  c- 64.5%  18:3i  15.9  9.8 
SUDAN  l  I  I  146,5•  "',  146,Si  42.0  40.1 
SWAZILAND  28.1·  27.8  99.0%1  24.3'  18,1l  64.3%  17,51  62.30..,  UJ  49.7'11  45,3!  41.7,  32.0 
TANZANIA  185.0!  167.9:  90.8%!  131.2'  101.1  54.6%  226.1  122 2"4  2"'..6  ~  111.4%  394.0[  349 2'  307.2 
TOGO  68.0.  31 6  46.4"lll.l....._ 19.2  17,01  25.0%  '  25.31  37 3Cioo  <:3  :  33.8%  ~--4~--~~~ 
UGANDA  163.21  157.0'  962%i  1160~  95.2  58.4%  244.6  149~4  ~:':'  142.6"lll  401.~~8~--~ 
NIGERIA  365.0;  95.0,  26~  687;  58,5  16,0%  15.~N  '"U  3.9%  110.
8
5  83.4  72.9 
ZAMBIA  110.7:  110.6  100.1N,  1006  86,7  78,4%  201.41  18:.co;,  ::'XC  180,7%  ----~~1  301.7 __  286.8 
ZIMBABWE  91,5:  90.3  9a.7%1  85.9i  67.5'  73.7%  108,41  113 4~'1  F;  107.0%  198.7  191.2  165 3 
ZAIRE  170.0!  1066  62.7%!  29.9!  6,6'  3.9%  42.9!  252"~  :~ Z  15.4%  149,4;  --6i7'----n8 
• TOTAL AfRICA  4.284,4;  3594,5  83,9%
1  2709,3'  2152,4  50,2%  4158,8  97,0"\  3471.7  81,0%  7751,3·  6486,5·  5624,1 
A ..  TIGUA-BARBUOA  3.5  2.6  _73.9%]  2.3;  1,6  46.7%  0.9·  265  ..  C·5  16.4%  3.5,  3.1.  2.2 
BAOOS  5.51  3.6  65.7%  ~  2.8  50.3%  7~:!8'1.  • s  90.0%  11,51  10.8  7.7 
SELIZE  9.0•  90  99.8'161  9.01  9,0  99.8%  8.11  eeeo;,  ; !  87:1%  17,1+--__  17_1:  16,8 
!!AI-lAMAS  4.4·  4.3'  97.7%!  3.5i  3,5  79,5'14  9.2!  209 9"J4.  ''  93.7%  13.5J  12.5.  7.6 
OOMI~ICAN  REPUBLIC  8s.o:  82.8  97.5"lllj  68,4.  50.8:  59 7'4  n.9'  85 8'4  ~':  60.7%  155.81  130.5  102,3 
DOMINICA  5.5:  5.3  96.6%!  1.7  1.3  24.0%  22.6'  41~ 7'1\  1#:  356.3'14  ~8.0!  21.2  20.9 
~11ENADA  6.51  61  93.1%!  5.4 1  5.3  82.0%  15.1  231.8..,  "•  217.0%  21,11  20.5'  19.4 
:ouvANA  32.8!  32.7·  99.8%1  3o.s:  24.3  74.1%  26.1·  796%  ,. •  52.2%  58.81  55.7  -~ 
"WTI  112.5:  112.4  99~j  101,4·  71,1  63.2%  63,6  56~-.  s.=  ~  53.8%  175.9~3.9.  131.6 
J/4~AAJCA  49.7;  49.2  99.0%!  33.9.  30,8  61.9%  132.9·  26 .. 4""  L:!  93.2%  182.1t=  33.3  77.1 
STCHRISTOPHERNEVIS  2.5!  25'  1C00%1  0.3!  0.1  U%  2.2!  89~  87,4%  --~:!_  --~-5·  ___  _2,~ 
'S/4JNTALUCIA  5,0·  2.0  39.6"lll'  1,9'  1,0  199%  30.9:  S1':.'o;.  •••  D03.8%  32,8,  32.7  ---~~ 
~~RINAME  27.0L  2l1  85.5°-4i  167!  12.0i  44.3%r------8~  3~1•11  "  15,3%  ~-22.7  16.1 
S•PITVINCENT&GRENAOINES  ___  ,5.4:  51  94.2%1  2.9+-- 1.8  33.6"4  36.71  680~'"'  •••  671.1%  41~-------2~_&  __  ~1-
':'~IPIIOAO&TOBAGO  ---- 18.1i  181  999•4:  162'  10.81  595%  .  --l1.0:  171&"~  ....,  •  1:!9.8% ____  ,  ~~~.~---~-?~-.. -~:~ 
!;-TOTAL CARIBBEAN  ----.. --- ---l72,4~  358,7  - 96,3.;,_;--.. -i97,(.--zz6,1t·--&oJ% -·-·--4-s9:0t'  m.9",  JLZ.~--8&,7•4  __  _!2~~------~~~-~- ..  ---~~~ 
~·=--======~~~~~=--~·~·=  -=-~~=-133-~-~~~~:-_12~~~~=-_!~i:-.J.~~  .:~~~- -.~_g-- ~  ~~--~  i"-'Wi%  18.5'  17 3  148 
<(JRIBATI  6 0  ~ 3  S7.1%.  4 4  3.31  54.5%  O.S  ·~ ::,  • _  13.0'1~  -----S~t-·----s2·----4~ 
~-PuMiew'Gun-i£A-- -- ------·- ---- ___  ..  46-ir----45~--97:'8.;.-:-- .. -42-7; ------~7o.s%r- ---,.iii~  Jo~ ~'~  ·;..~  ~  m.9% ___  ,!~~r~----~~-i:~~~  1sj_! 
~~~~:_-;~-~-=-- ==~~~=~£~~~;:~=~~~ ~-~  -~-~~1~~~~~  ---~_~l~i-~-=~~It-=:=~~ 
//4~1UATU  7,6!  76  997%1  7.4:  6.71  877%  3.9'  50"''>  • •  37.3%  11.4·  102  9.5 
:~~~~.;_:·=---=~~=-- =-~§-=~=-~i=- ---~~~;~-- --~~~~=--- 6~:  - ~t;*  ~--~~~~-.fz~t~. -~;____-~~;_- ~;~  ~-=~~;~;~~=~~fL~-=~~ 
hL  COUNTRIES  Z~5.5.  ::- !  245.5  24~ 6  2:!7 4  ··--·-·-----·--·  ·-··- .. --- ------·- ... ·------- ------ ....  - ----- .. ------·-· --- -.  --------~ ------------ ---------- -- ---- . ---1--------·:-- --------
:.e~IO~-~-~~~A!~~-N  ---- ____  1.1~:::  .. ~.  -----~~€.!•  ·  !.;.&·~;,·  e277  -~~-5.:_ ____  ~~a··~  131.4·  __ :_:_;:.:' ____  ·::  ____  ~-~~~  11914,  ----~~.()_-~- _  -~~ 
=:NANCJAL&ADM'MSEXPENSES  31)  :,1)  ~C\>O"o  01  01  27%  64  :·::-,  1Z36%  !14  5~  3.a  ------------ ------- ··- ---- ------ --·· ----
:.:sERVE  141  -- ~--·-- ···---
• TOTALACP  10308,2t 
127.!: 
10435,3 
-------- -··-- ·- ' 
5.985,9  5125 .  .&  85,6''• 
_-_  -~~.~:. ~::. n.1· _  ji.H~' 
518.1,8  36.5'1 
51,0  5:.3  ... 
5:lJ1,3  ~  :-, 
8616,1  ??1_7,2 
102  .. ~ ......  __  ?~·-~ 
8718,2  7394.1 
~~~1,1_ .....  ~,t;~~2  ____  51,2~~ 
5a,7·  45,2  46,3% 
jgi9;s' · ....  :,;·,o.~·- ... 51H 
• TOTAL OCT  ···-· ------- ..... 
:· 3  32,5% 
• TOTAL ACP • OCT  6.083,4 ,.,p 
: ·'  2:! 0 
7111  EDF RESl>"LT BY STATE (:\fEet..') 
~A  TIO."'C.U. 1:-."Dlc.\TIVE PROGRA.\II'di 
Delegated 
DeciiiOM  ADProPrilliO  .  P~s. 
---------------.. ---- -
.::.·BATt  --------------------
F\JA-NEW  GUIIJE..!o  -----------------
:.t-.OMON ISW'INCS  ---------------- ---






;, ::~·OtiAL COCF'!O'<A";":QN  - .  ---------- .. 
;  •oJIIICIAl & ACt.•  '• S  E.<::>ENSES 
!:~~~~~~-_:::  ~:~ :_: 
"!"OTAL ACP +CC"!" 
__  -~~!_  __  ,_s  ___ _!_?i>  ~~-~- ~-~~oi_  ___  '-'-------+--
______  s_o ____  ?_~-----~..:..o~-- _  ·---~~!-- ----...-------t 
-~--------- ~:..~~. ---- - -~--------''-----·-
--- ____  7_s ___  v_o __  ~~~~;_------~~'-------t--:-'---+ 
-·. ---- -~~-__  53  ___  ~~~-·:-.;...  __ -
11~:E  ___ --·--·  -~_.2 -·.  -- -~·2"4' 
1~. 












8-}\)  ~8· 
0  I  0 ,. 
--- .. 
-'9_0~!) ---- -~:12~~---- - _1 
11,0  6,4 
-.  s99,"jr  501,3 
s=r 
Decisions  Pa~ 7th EOF BY INSTRUMENT ANO BY STATE (MECU) 
cuMu~LA~T~w·~e''Y~EA~R7 1A.9~·---------.-----------~o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'----------------~-----------z~t~ 
DllCISIOfQ  NIP  NON NIP  TOTAL 
lllflCSl  ~  RtlbJCt 
~dies  Aid  Aid 
Tnnsfm  SlnlcturaJ  HlP("  T  al 
St  ABEX  SYS.\IDI  from Olhcr  A.Jjll5lmcr.t  ot 
Fund!  Fullitlcs  ~  rchC'  NON NIP 7th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECU) 
ANNUA~L~YEA~~R~1~HA.Io----------r----------~~~~~,~~~,~~~~,~~~~~~--,l------.-----------~-----2~~ 
DECISIONS  NIP  NON NIP  TOTAL 
Stall 
bllnett  E-a-'Y .  Jte .. 
Sublidi..  A1d  - Aid 
RiR. 
Capiml  Stale 
A~OOLA  0,6  I  _i  !  I  l  0,6 
BENIN  ·3,1  I  I  .0.2 1  I  O,JI  0,1  ·3,1 
~l~At'ASO  0,6  1  I  0,9,  .:l-.  I  -~~  -~~ 
~~-5f!--L.  _________ ....  --~r--·  :!~--~c-----1---~~t  ----.(),Jj  ---~--=~ -------- ------~Gi  --=13 
CENTRALAFlUCAN REPl'BLIC  O,L  !  I  0,01  0,0  0,1 
CHAD  S,O  i  .0.6:  .0.6  4,3 
CAMEROON  0,1  i  1  I  0.0  0,0  0,1 
roNoo  O."  I  !  !  o,o·  ~:2  o.~ 
COMOROS  1,8  , -.J  !  1  --r,8 
CAPEVERDE  0,1  0.0·----r  -- ~·  j  ~  --~::-~~ 
~&~f!UALOlrtNEA  _______ . --~f-----·+----------+--- --- ·+ ----~--·t-----+----------------- ----·-.o.s  --- --:(-} 
ERITREA  0.0  I  1,0  .0,1 .  j  I  (o  0,9 
ETifiOPIA  s:A  1  ·I J  -1.o·  -::.J  so 1 
GABON  ·1,0  i  I  0.2  0.2  .0,8 
GHANA  1H  .O,t'  1  !  I  .O,ol  IJ.O 
GAMBIA  0.2  I  0,2 
Ol'INEABIS.~t:  .0.1  1,01  ~-S  05  O,J 
Ol1NEA  -~-----~  1,01  O.:!l_ ____  O,t_ ______  ~  ____ O.O~---~-- _.1:£.__ __  ....  4,1  9.to 
iVmf·r·co~-------- o.1  o,o·  ·  -o,J,  .  .  •  ---.o:.t  ----G.J 
KENYA  0,0  !  0,0  0,1:  0,1  0.1 
LIBERIA  --4-~  ,.-- 2 ,.  6,~.  8 4  8,4 
LESOTIIO  0,1  8.8  '!  i  2,"  II.~  11,6 
MADAGASCAR  -0,2  I  I  ----r- 1.~  U  U 
MALAWI  SA  I  -8..1  .0,8  -8,9  .0 S 
~IAt:Rmus  6.o  1  1  1  o,l  0.2  6,1 
t.IAURIT~'IIA  O,S  -----L------...J-.---I·~L----·--+------'  0.1  -----0--.~.· _________  1_.1  -~ 
MALl  1.2  r  -o.1,  -o.s,  .  1  -o.8  -1,4  -o.l 
MOZA~IBIQl  "E  1,1  .0,2 ·  i  .  .0,2  0,9 
NA.\IIBIA  0.1  .0,2  l  .0.2  .0,1 
NIOER  J.l  !  0.0  0,0  J,l 
RW:\.'10.'\  .~  ·1.::  !  .0.1  -1.4  ~.9 
SENEGAL  l.O  0,6'  ·2,9'  0,3  -:.0  .0,1 
SEYCHELLES  0.0  I  0,0 
SIERRALEONE  1.8  0,0  l  ·1.2'  0.0•  .O.S  __ --------- -------=~~  0,1 
~SAQTQM£&-Pif!Ncii>E  -- - -----0,9  -------'T  c.o  o.o ·---o.s 
Sl:OAS  0,0  I  0,0  o.o 
SWAZrLA.11iD  -o.::  I  0.1  0,1  .O,l 
TANZANIA  9,0  9,0 
TOGO  11.8  ·U·  U  0.2  12,0 
~:~~:  _ 2!:~  ~  o.si- -o,t  ~-'  4,6  10.0  -~!:; 
!~~-;E~~~~~;;~;-~~~;-·  -------!~- ...  ;1---·-.:~=~-=-~-~~t- ---- ·T:1z4=·--~~~-.  --~f- --~~------ -- .. --:~~ ---i!:! 
~~~i~oA  --~~~ --~t  _:~ ------=-1=-=~~--- ·29,9;  ~  u  7,8  _  ~~ _  ~· 
1~.! 
~;~==~==!~~==~=-==r=~~t~~~~~;~~jj 
Gl'YA."A  0.0  j  --r--~  :  ~.J.  0.3  O  ..  l 
HAITI  S,J  ·l  ... t-- 4,0
1  4,0  12,J 
JA.\IAICA  o.J  1  -o.:  -2.o  ·1." 
SAr.o'T Ll'CIA  -I~."',  -17.7  ·17,7 
Sl'RINAM  o.~  ,  1  -o~  -o,J  0.3 
~AI~'!  'v1~CENT  &  _Q~~~DINE£  _____  -----=-= -----=-= - ~-----~--·  __  j__ _ __:! ~- __ ------ ___ _  _:p,s  ·13,5 
~lOAD,\  TOBAGO  0.0  0,8  I  I  I  .().~  o.s  0,5 
• TOTAL CARIBBEAN  1U  ,  ·1,5  4~,7  0,3'  .0,8  -43,7  -31,2 
An  -1.0  o,3  1  o.J  -o,8 
~1RIBA  TI  0.4  0,4 
PAPlJA NEW  GUINEA  -o.l  ·0.8  !  I  .0.8  .0.8 
SOLOMON ISLA.'IDS  1.~  I  -0,2•  -o.:  .0.4  1,1 
TOSGA  0.0  .0,-li  ' ~  '  :  .0,4  .0,4 
r;~~- --------· ------o:o-·----f-·-+----- --,_0~-----~~~~--- :  --------- ---~  --*:~ 
\\eSTERS S.~\IOA  ~4 ~  .  .L....-----1---==- ___ --r_l  S,J 
•ToTALPACIFIC  8.2  ·1,1  ---+--- 1~.0,6~  ,  .0,2  .0.1  5,4 
.-\CPREGIONALCOOPERATIOS  .-.~  -t.1;  i  I'  '·":  --+-_L  ___  -to_.~_______  ·S,9  ·13,4 
• TOTAL REGIONAL COOPERATION,  ·7,5  ·1,1 •  l  .  1,7;  .  ,  -4',5  -4,9  ·13,4 
ALLC'Ol."NTRJESACP  0 ":  '  -- 1---0,7  0," 
• TOTAL ACP  151,5  U  3:4~  ~0·  1i  ·1S:t- 0,4  1.1  7.8  4,6  -48,8  104.7 
~lA  Yom::  -- --{±-·  --t=-·  -~- -----T--- ..J-~:  ---=---~--T·----·------- ---~  --~' 
~jt~~--~~~:=~-=~  -=~:?:  -~~~~::::-~'------,c::- -_:~:~=--=-~------=--~-~~r- ___ ·H  ·H 
;-TOTAL FRENCH oCT·------------ ---tsr-----.:0.3~-- _  ~jr.~ ~=~=-=~~~  ..  --~:.  1 1  ·--------'--·--r7 ~~ 
~:ai.ASDS  :~~i!~-~=- ~~~=  ~~-~~  :=-:~--=~r~·  --' - ----- -~--------~- - -·-~:=----·  -~ ~---- ----=~~~~~==  ~--~~  r-- i~ 
•-tOTAL DUTCH ocr--------- ------i.ir----:--- .....  ~- -------1-----·-- .v 7  -:o-;7  6,7 
~~~~~:;~,"~~~~.:=~~~ ~~:~ji~~-~:=-1.~~-:~-~ ~-~- --~:-~~~-~=  ~~J  --~_:11 
fiiiKsTc7..\lf(_)S ...........  ---- .. -----------~.::.-·--·--- ....  ll.o  :  -~=~~~-::-==~-=--~-----·------..  ----~--~ 
•.'.\\1. .  .-\l~----- '.!.'J  "IJ:."- ·'J'  05  ~5 
;/iRGIS ISI •. \NO.~- -- .. -- .. - -:.0.;  ·:o.": ---o.:: 
;-TOTAL BRiTfs-t:foci·  . --.  _  o.~  ---- -o:2..  -.  o~o- .  ··  ~  :0,5  ---.0~5 
.~c:fR.'Eo-!c'N..\Ceti)PEit.rrrii:..  .  o.-
• tot'Ai REGiONALCoOPERATION-C  o:1·  - ---o)  ··=r'or.A'['&:r ___  .. _.  · --- -· -- 1u  -o.s  o.1  o.s  -o.-a -·-12.2 
•roiAL'ACi;+·ocT  · ·;·&3·.,  · -,,r·  ·J.s·  2,0  a.1  -1u  o.4-------.--! · ·  r s  .(s  '..4&;2  --,-15,8 CUMULATJVt YEAR 1918 
7th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE PfECUI 
l  I  I 
·NIP  NON NIP  TOTAL 
SlaM 
A.'IOOLA  3-H  28.S  9A'  3.1  41.0  7~.4 
BEh'L'i  ~.fJ  0.9  2.0  1.3 1  I  3,1:  39.:  46.4  112J 
BL'RKINA FASO  129.•  0,8  I  1'.~  18.6  14.2t  3.0  8J  ~  137,8  26~J 
BOTSWANA  24J  16.8  0.2  3.4'  I  30,4'  1.8  SZ,7  79,0 
Bl  'RUNDI  JG.:  17.3  I  2-J.S'  I  2." ·  II."  S6.2  86.4 
CID.TRAL AFRICAN REPL'BUC  "(1.1  0.2  I  IU  :  U  9.9  33,7  ltll.S 
~~oos  ~~;  2.0  l.o  ·  13.91  2!~~~  I  ~::  !~;  :!;:;  !!!:: 
CONOO  l6"  J  ~---~  o;  ~.;  'J  Jl,9 
coMortos  1".9  1  1.o.  .u.  o:  __  ;;T"" ___ ---.-u~M 
6~~(~E  ---------;{i--1----:R ______  11,!-l- 1.2•  OJ  I.U~~ 




___  :_~--- ----}~  --~-H 
EIU11tEA  21:  1.~  4•·  s.o·  i  --------r:\.'9 -JTos 
EniiOPIA  93."  I  6.1  7,1  SH!  P9.~.  i  4."  328.4  ·m.l 
GABON  ••"  2,4'  0.6.  12.6'  1.2  ~.  2l,S  46,: 
GH.-\."A  ~4 8  13 .  .5  1.3  1,7i  S0.6·  9.6  s·.  163.1  218.6 
OA.\fBIA  :<,,6  u.  0.4  '  I  0.1  E:  10,9  31,6 
i~~~==:=~  ==i~~~-=-lt:iti==~b~~~SB=::~=:d~"l 
LESOrno  J~:~  111.1  1  1s.o,  l,"  )  2.s  •.  --- ---16~-~  --ro~.T 
:'>L"'AoASCAR  i:H  1.1  13."·  ~~Y  1  ~  ,.  ~  ---sa~ --uu 
'-Lo\LA\\1  "9}  1.3.  1-1.1.  4-1.8  s.·  s:  •· ·  uo.~  209.~ 
1'-IAllUTil'S  l~.l  11.1  1  ~.I!  I  0.6  n.s  48.1 
M.o\l'RlTANL-\  6-)1  lJ  1.41  0.1  1-l,.$  16.1'  3".4;  4.2  :J!  IOU -uf.6 
:I.IAU  135.')  S.O  1.21  o;  21.0!  0.11:  0.1·  ".3  ,. '  9•.s  23SJ 
'-IOZAMBIQL'E  ll~.l  S,7  26.3  l4.6j  3.6  I  :  ..  ·.  100,2  23.5,3 
XA.\1181A  +1.~  11,7  0,21  6,4.  32,4:  .50,6  9S,l 
!'.1GER  1:S.'.l  O.S  0,1  2~~  4."  ::  •  S3.1  181,1 
RWA.'iDA  5U  24,5  0,6  .  -'1.6  2.9  69,7  130,.9 
S£\'EGAL  l19.:  2.l·  0.7  l..t  19.6  32.3  I  1.6  ~·'  92.4  211.6 
SEYCHEU.ES  ~J  2.0  I  0.1  2.1  7.3 
SIERR.-H.EONE  3~.~  9,9  0,8  8,0  10.0'  0,2·  '•  43,0  78,2 
SO!\.IAUA  I  6.~  6,9  6.9 
~:-\0 TOME .t  PE-/C'IPE  U  5.6 ·  2.9.  J  0.11  • •  I  0,6  15.!1 
Sl'DA.'I  4I,Sr  I  I  0.:  42.0  ~2,0 
~\.AZII.A.'ll)  ~J.J  1  16,Q  I  I.J  "·"  41.7 
TA.~'ZA.'l!A  ll!.:  2.8j  0.1  5~.2j  D_  1."  :  ::  218.0  349.2 
TOOO  19.2  . 0,4 I  I  20.8  0.1 •  ~.~  23.8  43,0 
l'G.-\.'IDA  liM  1:0  1.41  0.8  J8.1 i  144.1  _L  1.:  !~.  -.u  23".8  J~J.S 
!'.10£RIA  68."  10.0  1.0[  2.$•  ---L-...!:2  14."  83.4 
Z."\IBIA  I•:<J.6  l~.7  ....L- 1.2  :::il  27_ 0  6~:;1  :::  ~:  :~~~  :~::; 
~-!!~~~1rucOFcoNoo  21E.~  131,5  1~H
1  8;:::  596,9~~342:S~Lf!iho~n--·-u  37;g  64~:; 
.-\.'I.'TJOliA·BARBl'DA  !J  0,7  I  0.1  0,8  3,1 
B.UB.IDOS  ll  6.6  J  0,9  7  J  ~};  •. SI 
BELIZE  91l  0-~  o•  3.~  ~  H  8.1 
BAH.-1..\IAS  U  8.8  ---+  -d- (1,2  9,0  12.5 
00'-0NJCANREPUBUC  oi$A  1.2  21).~  12.1j  ::;  -~1-~ 
00:\!NCA  1."  __  2JI  1'-9------..~- • .  __ .  19.6  21.2 
0~.\lH  ~.4  0.9  1~  l'l.'i·  I  n,.,  IM  20.~ 
GlY.-\.'1.'.-\  :)<J}  13,3•  ·  0.0  4.!  25.2  $5,7 
H.\JTI  lo)I.J  S.O  s.ot-12  ..  ~  I  62,5  I6J,9 
~~~~"roPHER  NEVIS  '~:;  22.4  ~~  •  o.l  :~_;  s;:~  9~j 
S~i  Ll'CIA  1.9  2.3  0.1  -TI~~.--·-:::1·  l•.i  30,!1  32.7 
st'RD!AM  ·~.- 0.5  0,7  I  0,2·  ~-~  6,0  -~ 
S.-\t\"1'\'INC'ENU;ORENADINES  :.9  S,O  JJ.oS.  j  0.1  1~:;~~ 
~~~~~  ~;.-;  ~:0:  5,7  1,0  7;:~  116,5:  13,0!  4;.-~  ~  3  f--J~!::  .:~~ 
FUI  12.1  3.0  1.0  0.31  I._.  S.2  P.l 
KIRIBATI  ~A  r,,,o;  ,,.:  0.8  5.2 
?.!J'l'A t\EW  Gtm.'EA  J2."  7,8  0.1  23.0  8-1.6'  :.~  •  '  139.5  182.2 
SOLOMONISLANDS  12.2  2.0  8.1  n.~  10,6  22.8 
TO:SGA  3.1  0,6  1.0  2.U  Co  J  4.1  i.l 
it"\'Al.l'  U  O!J  ~ ·'  0.1  1J 
\'A.'IUATl:  "A  2."  •J.:  2.8  10.2 
~TER.:-1  SA.\IOA  ~A  OJI  15  ~.3  7,6  11.11 
'TOTAL PACIFIC  86.8  11,4  1,4  27,8  103~!.;_  5.7  n 5  170,6  257,1 
.-\CP REGIONAL <"OOPER.ATION  s:·;  24.t  S4,SI  -£:.!  112,8  950.~ 
'TOTALREGIONALCOOPERATIONA  127,7  24,4,  54,9·  43.5  ~  ~5 
.-\IJ.COl"l'.'TIUES ACP  ii,:ii"""""n:S  IM1  0.~,  J:.:  244,6  244.6 
m.-\.'lelo\l.t ADMt:o-.lS. EXPENSES  1),1  _ _ 1  1  .  (•.J  " s  s.2  u 
'TOTALACP  3921.1  245,6~  404,21  83,7.  767,81  1562-;-8,  235,3~  2oi&..S  11~3  --~!!1--4695,0~~ 
\L-\"r'OTTE  ~.il  f  O.SI  4,9  S.l  11.3 
"\'F•\.CALEDONlA  3.9  0.9J  O.J.  6.0.  _  0.01  1 ..  8,,  l':",l 
~~~~  ·- .;::~ ::---::  I --~---L-~~~-==::==L  ·'-'  ---~--= -- o~  !:~ 
FRE~CHPOLYNI::SIA  J.6  I0.9'  O.l•  '  3.!1•  ''·"  !-------! .·  1--~?  --~~4 
~~~~oc;------ ---fti---1-;-a·--- ~~:  14,8~-----o·,9--·-·o;-oL--z:-,-------- ---21~ -- .. lj 
: •  'T REGJ~)N,\J. (.'('/,;,Pf:R.\ TI'-"'  3 I  :  •  '  11.~ ___  ~/:' 
'E!f.f~~~~~\~-~~~~.!'f~~-~-s._.i_ .·::::  -- .-.~  :-~  -i~·i; .: :· .. - ...  --:-_-- ~~~:  .  -·  ..  ~.:-:.-.  .-~c.  -~ ·:_··~:~  -- ~~ 
;·roTALOCT ..  -- .......... J - . 53.7  .  - 4,9  .  2,3- ... ·o,3  23,4  6,0  o.o  • .  43.~  ----1oif 
•fd'I"Ai"ACP+OC.T  .  ---- -~J79J ....  :l50Y"  40t>,4  8-1.0-......  791,0  15ii8,a  23.5,3'--·::.a:---·;  .•  :_;·  -'.6  4138,~---87'18.2 hA~N~NmU~ATL~Y~EA 7 R~fH~II----------------~-----~~~~h~E~D~F~B~Y;i~~S~T~R~UM~~N~T~A~N~D~BTV 1 ~S~TA~T~E~(~~~E~C~U~).  __  .--------------------r--·--~ 2 ~ 2,T~ab~lle-rlS 














ll'llenlll.  Emergency  R.l'llpe 
Sub81dies.  .Ald  Aid 
STABEX 
Tnmfm  Slnb."tUral  Total 
SYSMIN  from od!er  Adjulbnenl:  HIP(: 
Func&  Y&ililies  debt .reiW  NON NIP 
-0.1  I  i  -0.1~ 
I  .o.:  I  0.0  ..0,2  S,5 
0,9•  ,,,_-,  3.31  O,i  4.~  14.0 
-1.1  ..o.JI  I  0.6·  -0.8  2.1 
I  I  i  0,1)  0.0~ 
____ ,_ _ _.:!~:~+----+---:-Of--- ------ __ ,  ____ _£_  ____ t----;:;·  - ---=~--- ·----~ ---- ;~ 
18.9  I  o.sL  :  <l.9~  .r;.:  1.7  :o.~ 
~.s  I  i  I  o.s  o.s  " 
E~~fix='s~DE~.-----------·---~~~:~:---+----~+-----~+---~·-~I)r---~~-~-~----r·---~Q.71  _________  -t--~-~~-~+--~~~-! 
DiftioL'TI  ·-----------t----:..:.1.2=1.  -----+---·--.  ---~~----+---~----J  ___  _?i_ ___  ~---- ___  --~'  ___  4.: 
EQl!ATORiAL-GL%-EA  _  _J__  .  -u.s  ·r  :  .n.s  -O.S 
ERITREA  1.3  1,0  ..o.S  __ --~-~ --~ 
ETHIOPIA  0.4  0.6  -1.3  l  -0.1  0 I  ..o. • I--~ 
GABON  0.3  I  1,71  0 :·  0  '·'  1.91-_ __;,: 
GHANA  IS.:  -0,4  1.11  0,1\  -~ 
GA!I.mlA  ::,Q  'l'l,  :.•·  2.~  ~·'  GUINEA BISSAU  0.~  1.0  .O.S~  0.0·  OA  0.9 
a,:~.;,;::;:.::,::~,::.,..A.::.CO::::.AS:.:::..:'-=T:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_t::::::~.;..:=:,;j:~:~::::::::::~t::::~--:-1-:-.0~; __  ::::-=-=oO::c.·:=tJ.----:_00""  .. 31;t:tl _____  _:  __________  _;8~.8~:====~·~~-!~:====i~i~======~~=-- ~~~  ~:; 
a.:KEN~-~~~-~A~---------~---~·4~.6~-----+----~o.~or·  ----~~~--~~------~----~~~---~~·~J·  _____________  -r------"~-1  1~. 
LIBERIA  I  tl.Q  0,0  ------o:o 
F-~7EAD~SO~~~G~~~AR~--------------1---~I~-~:~-~--~8.~S·~----~----~------~----~------4-i--~~~·:~~----------~r----7~·~~r---~1:7::~ 
MALAWI  ZU  I  -S.I·  IU  1:.•:  4.~  Z.U 
MAt.rRtTil'S  H  o.~  1  !  n.)  o  .  .,  5.3 
MAI..TRIT A.  'lilA  35  I  0.11  1.0  23,1'  "·  ~  2M  :S.: 
M.0\1.1  hU  0.0  -O,IJ  -0.5l  0.0:  ~.-:  H  4.1  IH 
~~~ro~ZN~~~m~IQ~U~~~------------~----~~3~.o}---~~----~o.~or:  ____  ~t.~s~;  ______  ir-----~----~~~r-----~-----------~~~~ 
NAMIBIA  H  -0.2  I  -0.1'  -0.:  4A 
llo1GER  lfo.S  I  O.)i  0.1'  0.4  11;: 
RWAND....  18.3  I  I  -·  -·  ~-~ 
t-:S:;:EN~iE::::;G;:AL,;::,..,=-------------I---....:OS:.:,.·.·:t-----+-----i-!.  -----f--~.·  ·!9  I  o.·  ·1."  4,0 
SEYCHEU.ES  I  o.-
SIERRALEONE  4.~  -o~·  4.:  0.01  o.- ~·l  4.8  9~-
SOMALI,\  I  I  H  4.·1  4.4 
~~  & PRINCIPE  0.6  I  ''·''  O.o  0,6 
Sl'DA.'"  -0.::.  I  i  •J.l  -0.1  .Q,I 
1-'~~~~·AZII.~N::,:·~~'::._., _______  --1--~~;:..:::~:J-----+----l-~
1 
---1-----=l+---------.,..-.,...~-=--=-===- ....  +--~---~::.:.,l:o:-~ __  __;~.:..;-:·_-_-_-_-_-_- __  ~:!  ~:~ 
TOOO  0.9  -1.::  D  0,0  0.9 
t;GA.'IDA  16.6  0.8'  1.:  I  tl.O  4.6  6,6  :::3  ~ 
NIGERIA  .ol,l  I  O.•J  0,0  -0,1 
¥t-:'.I.'E  9.~  ·1,1  +-- -1:.1  0.1  0.1  ~·J  ___  O.J~ 
~DEM=.:;:OC:O=.::::lt~,\::,T""IC:-:REPt~=::-:rs=:L:-:I·t"::--::O'=F-=c""o-:-:Nc::OO-:::--t------::~~~:~+-___;=t-----+----+-----+---....:..:::.: ____ =-i=Ji  ___ ----=- =--J~  I~ 
• TOTAL AFRICA  352,9  8,5  2,5:  1,8  2,2.  -21,1  37,71  ~.5  28.2  4,~  88,0  <W1,0 
~~~~-------ll-----:~"".;:+----::-0:-:.6+------+:  -----t--·---+------·- 1  0.0  ----- -0.6  ~:; 
BELIZE  •J.O  l  •J.I  0.1  0.1 
~~~~~'l  REPL'BLIC  -----1--....:..:I;:.:,;'I---__:;O.~O.  ______  L-, __  -+-----!----.J-=-::.-=-s'----_.:;
0
·:.:::::;-i: ---------·--- ~- -I~;  .:~~ 
~t*~--- ·  ·  -·--- --·-·-- ....  ---·£~~----- ----+----_--_--_--_---k_;;.,_ ____  +--.,..-:1------·-_·-_•·_-. __  -_-_-_-o:..:.~=-!i  __  -_-_-.....;-I:;;T~---· __  :;:.::·i·  ----- --·4i ---=f.! 
~~CA  -------~'----'l~:.:.:-~+---.i,7  4,(),  ~----3"".------------ i~  '!:~ 
FS.:.:T:::CHR~"'-IS:....T-O=PI"'lER=--NE\·-=--""Is------4--....:l,::.:.o'l------'-'-+-·-----!----+----+-i------ I  0,0 
J:S;:.AIN;:·,:,:iT:....:L:::t;:::"C..::IA..:...._ ________  _. __  __;;o_:::.~f------ ~- -1-.- ·17,7  .J-.1 
SURINA.\1  o.s  1  o.o. __  _;l::..:.;___  ---~~ __  l_.s 
f.S=AIN~iT~\~TS~.·~~~iT~&~GREN~·~·~=--~~:....:~;s~-=----_._-===~0~.6t====~~t======~======~==~==~~=~~-~~~j~_
7 5~_-_·-_-_--_~+'--~')~.l----------_·  ___  -- ___  .:.:13~,·1~--....:·l=!~~ 
~~~c!.!~~~  3:,·~  .:.r-----+i-----+----:4-:.o+  l. ----4:-:5",  7..-----=-o.•s--:5;.1 .-.'5;. 1  ----~o_-,----- 1---:lu ~ 
FIJI  o.1  1  o.3  1  ·•o  ,____~ ___  o_.l 
~m  ~  1  ~ 
J,;~:.;~..;O;:-,:,~::..:I~.;:,·~:..:.·  V...::I~=~::.:~::.;~:::.~:::.A _____  -+---:~~:,~.f---·-:-0,-:-S+---I  !  ~:~  ~  :5.  ~:;  !:! 
TOI'iO....  !6  ..O..J•  -+  V:!  -0.4  ~ ~ 
VA."-'l'An.'  •U  tl.l'  O,C  0.3 
\\'ESTER.'\ St\.\IOA  0.0  +-- I  0,0 
•roTALPACIFIC  10.S  ·1,1  0,3!  6,4"'  0,0  1,5  6,9  17,5 
ACPREGIONALCOOPERATIO:-i  S8.0  ·1.1  1,':',  -v.:;  0,3  88,3 
"TOTALREGIONALCoOPERATlON.II  88,0  -1,1  1,7;  .0,3  0,3  88,3 
;:¢~~~~1F~~:~is-:-F.XJ>~Es- --0:1  f----1----_!!:.;  I  +---·  I  (),"  , i  - ~:~  !:! 
~-~_f.:_t_i·~_f  __  i_~_!_~_·•_:_~-~----_-_[_(-~\~~ ••1.~_:.:_,_:;_;_·~---I-~_:_~~~-~-~-fff~i=~i~[~~·,~~~:-;E~;~I;~-~~~· -I~~~ 
~"'~  - -_- -----·---.. -----·------- ---~-=:~~~~~~~=--0.~  =~--~~=~~--=~- -~~j·~- ~:l 
~'Y6~·~0f~1i~~TL~:~  ·----l]r------- r-..  .::.==-~-J:~~:~. ___  .  ______ :==----0~-~-:.~-=~~~:~~  =~s~~-- 4:0 
;~.l~;~~~~  _j~:;J-·:f~~:~~~~-f~.·.,,  &~~~~~- _-;~~~~:-~  ·~~~~ 
;.iR~r::-rsLA~us-- ·  ...  : - ---- .fi  :!~  - ------ p- -- ·- •  - ------ --- - .n.:  .,  i 
·.~T~~~RiT_jS~  OCT  .. - ·----5,~ ~---~~:0-2,  o:4·.  0.2  o.~~  . 0,4  -=-=~·3 
.•.'T ilj:.'.il()l\0.\L l'OI ii'I:R. \ ('1,-•• ,  '' 
'TOTALREGIONAL<:ooPERAT'.ON c  o.r  0.1 
··rorAL'ocr·-·  ·  ..  ·_:_=- 11_.0~ ____ :0.( _  o,5  0.2  · o.9  (5  12,5 
•rofALACP+·ocr  !-:1.9  2.2  3.8  2.0  9.1  -so.s  3s.Ci-- ---:::··~--·  ~c;  4.&  8(8 ---5-63.5 
6i DI!CISIC)tq  NIP  NON  NIP  TOTAL 
State 
Rlslc 
Capilal  Stale 
ANGOLA  1.9!  1  39.~  61,5  I 
~AFASO  1::::  1~:!~  9.7:  ~~-~ 
2.6.  39.1 
2.5•  8~.1 
o.s·  BOTSWANA  ~.51  I  20.0  l9A  56.-1 
Bl'Rl'NDI  2~5  48,IJ  1~.9  2.-t  3.9 
I.."'El'<'TRALAFRICANREPt:tiUC  IS.~:  I  n1  85.6  3.1;'  9.9 
l~  1  ll..l'  T  32.1  103.5  0  .  .1:  1?.6 
CA.\IEROON  0.6,  24~.~.  2SOA  lR9  1.8i  33.6 
CONGO  !  I  6.8  21.0  0.2.  6t> 
COMOROS  2.0·  ~  BA  2~.7 
~:'ERDE  11.11  u•  ll.J  33.5 
DJIBOlm  n_<: 
1  ~.6  18.8 
EQUATORIAL Gt.Th'EA  I  7.6  ~- B.i 
::\  ~~:~:  ~s~:~~ 
·.6.  ! 
I 
1·9.S I  I 
0.6.  6.~ 
0.2· 
0.1  -'.! 
I 
I 
3.5·  .. ":', 
G.\80:'>1  0.6 1  1'.2  38.0  I  9.o:  1,01  6.6 
GIIAliiA  1.·'  IF.I  '20S.3  50.6,  7,9·  s-.I 
GAMBIA  -1.3:  0.4t  10.9  29,S  0,1:  6.2 
GlTh'EA BJSS:\U  ~.6'  1.31  I  20,6  39,6  4,J.  9} 
Gl'INEA  -t~.5 ·  !  0.9  79.8  ~_;J. 
IVORY COAST  9.~ I  ~69-:;r-- 368.-1  ~  "~ 
~o:ESYA  ~J.9;  ~.s:  m.1  19:A  "·" 
~~.~ 
3."1  '68 
u 
~LESUBERIAOTHO  _  _J___~  ~-~~~  ---~8:·~ 
F-7~~~~-------------4--~~~--~+----~~-----1----~16~,3~1--~·~  --·~ 
~~;\SCAR  f~~-~  ~~~:~ --ffi1 
~L'RJTIUS  ~:;I  .. i  i  ~-~--·~·  ---;-:;;;':;13.'83,,40 
~t.'RITA..'JA  u.o;  16.1 i  13.2/ 
:O.L\U  IS.Il·  0.9  0.1  90.8  210.0 
6,71 
1.5  !1  ~  ....  10.~ 
·.s  <  ...  ~ 
OA· 
3.-t.  ~.l.~ 
3 I  £i., 
~7.0t  3.61  MOZ.·\MBIQL'E  ...  _  .  ~  90.5  211.3  3\J•) 
6,-t  I 
I  I 
-'-- ~,~:'lA  ~;:~:  !;:;~  4.:  ~2  J 
: 
~(.6.  RWANDA  I  6·.5  104,9  o.s· 
9.3  n1. 
2.01  I 
8,0.  IU,O, 
SENEGAL  1  81.2 ~ 
SEYCHEllES  I  2.0  6,9 
SIERRA U::O!'.'E  o,;l  -tl.~  6•A 
!.9'  3:.! 
0.1: 
1.1  II.• 
l  i  SO~l-\LIA  1  ~-~  2  .S  ,. 
0,2,  2.9.  SAO TOME & PRINCIPE  S.~  9.8  0,0  ., 
SL'DAN  I  39.9,  I  L  !  o.:  40.1  -10.1 
~~~'D  .,~~::  +  2.8~  0.1
1  !~:~;  s·.-:  1  ::~:  I''~-'  :~:~~ 
TOGO  I'  .0  I  0,4  I  20.8  I  1.8  23,0  40,0 
UGANDA  ~~.:  0,91  1,-t  0.5'  3-t,O'  11-l.lj  1.0  ..  ~.:  M  23;.'  3;8,0 
~ERIA  ~SJ  IO.Oj  1.0'  2.5 1  I  ~9·  14,1  72.~ 
ZAMBIA  86.'  I  J  l.l~i--_ L  611,11  6  ..  <'  9~.J  200,0 ~ 
ZIMBABWE  _  ~-.5  13.1'  0.6!  l.St  15.31  2·.o+  0.1'  3.9  3"··'  ___  ___!_"_:_9 --~ 
?~~1!~fci~~i2_~u  --!16~s~1K:i  7~~f---w.sL"1'342:&~~-6Ti--1o;:~  1o.i6.9-4.s --34-iH  -5,:i~~ 
ANTIOUA-BAR.&.IDA  --!~ -- ~  ----o.fi~F=1~--=r:f  ..  ~-=-:.  0 ·~  --=--===  =--=~  -~ 
BARBADOS  •. s  4A  ~----·I  - .  0..  4.9  '·' 
BELIZE  Q,•l  0,3 •  O,S ~  21L___  ------+- 3.~  - _  --~  _____1g 
BAH~lAS  3.~ --~-- T  -+-----L  0.2  -4,1  1,1, 
~:~~!>IR.EPL'BIJC  ~·::~  1.!  ·-+=-~--~:~~-9 ~--:o;----·---:~~ ------i~{f~ 
oR£NAoA  --rrr--__:;__-=t"-=---=  ~~~--~o:6_r---~.l-:==rJ:•  -~--: · ______ -III ·  -~ 
9UYANA  ____  22:!.---+-----L--~--5_.Sj__  __  <r  ____  o_.o~'--~-----~--r--12,_1_~~ 
~- '1.1  -d--~  :  '·',j---2~  I  !' C  ·-~ __  131~ 
~~----- ~.1.s  ~--- §.§!.L.----~- ____  ___!l_:~  ::  ~li.3  77,t  · 
~OPHER  NE\o1S  .'g ----J--- __  ;:n_ ___  ~---+-----0·~  .  ______ __  1,~ -~ 
<;AJr.ILl!CIA  I!'  '!.!•  0,1  _  I.O,  26.8.;__  0.1  ...._.  ·  311,2 ~ 
~A.\1  _  r:.or-____  l___J__~-~~~~--~____.::_s_________  -t.l  16.1 
SAlNT\1NCENT.t.OIUiN:\DL'iES  1.8  -~  ·- t'  I  •1,6 1  31.~----L  (1.1  36,2  38,1 
~_!DAD  .t. T0~99  _______  --~~r----J;.·~----- ---L--~~~  ___  .L  ____ t___O_.s  __  ~------ -~  ~ 
:._'!_OTALCARIBBEAN  226,1  44,9.L __  5~-~~~I-- 7,9.  33,8  60.3  _  322,9  549,0 
r_tn  tu =.t··'  r.o.  I  o.o1  ______  ~--- 1  o.?  --~  -~ 
KIR.IDATI  3.J  I  .  ~Ill -+  t'.2  0,8  4,0 
PAPUA NEW  GUINEA  n.6  4.8  O.l I  i  2U  a...6;- .1.~  :• .:- ·--rr~:S ~ 
SOWMON ISL ... NDS  8.4  /  J  ofii'-6~sr- 1  o.~  7,9  16.4 
TONOA  1.6  0.6!  '  0.2  2.oj  i  o.:  3.1  4,7 
TUVALl'  1.1  I  I  0.11,  I  0,0  1.1 
~t:rus-r!~N  s••toA  6:  I  I  2.~+---__J____  !J.I  2.8  9.5 
~  ... '"""'  ''"  3.1  • 1  0,3  1.5•  5,8,  I  n.o  1,6  111,7 
• TOTAL PACIFIC  68,1  6,9'  1,4:  23,7•  102,5·  5,4  2'l5  160,4  228,6 
ACPREOIONALCOOP£llATIOI'  618.~  9.6
1  I  18.6:  I  3".6  65.9  684.4 
• TOTAL REGIONAL COOPERATION A  618,5  9,6  18,6,  I  O.ll  37,6  65,9  684,4 
AU. COUNTRIES ACP  12.01  199.3!  9,9,  --t  6.1  227,4  22'.4 
FINAI'OALkADMINIS.E.\J>~SES  11.1  _I  •  _l  l  I  I  OJ  .  •  3.~  3.8 
• TOTAL ACP  3065.2  170,2.  398.2:  79,01  550,01  1561,6•  169,11  188.-4  1131.0  .  4~~  4252,0  7317,2 
M.\YOTTE  ~.6  ~I  l  2.9,  . r- JA  9.1l 
:>.'EWCALEDOMA  s.;  0.6'  O.li  6.0·  !  0,0  J.oo  '.9  11).1 
FR.h'NCHPOLY:-IESJA  --- J.S  0.\1:  -;----y- ~.9  n,?"  1  I,,  .  ---"6:' ---w.-5 
STPIER.RE&:O.UQL'EI..O:-:  3.0  ;  ~---~--~------~---,-1!-----·--------- 0.1  3.1 
FRENCH ANTARCTIC TERRIT0RJES  <1.0  i  ~---,---;  ---·-j ----;---------_..  0 fJ 
~~~~~~~\OCT---=  ~~11~.=-_j~~~  ...  ~}}~--~=+-~~=-==~~~~~~:~~:  .. _  ~q_--=-=~--~~:~~  ~=]i~.  ~u 
ARl.tiA  I S  0.1  I  '  ,  •.l  :  (l.f  ·I 9 
'TOTALBRiTISH-OCT. --- .. -1-- --_,,_,  .  ~.5- o!-1.  _0,3 __  ·-·u·- 5,1  c::  --~~.~  1~.~ 
;~~~-(1l~~~~~~;~~;~ir-~~ cf  :~  ~ .  {~  ~ .  .  .. ··- ..  -0 ~- --~  .  -~~ 
II L COl  ':IIIRU,::; Ol 'T  ,  ~  1 "'  I.•J  f.  I, 
' • TOTAL  OC-T  - - . - !  .t5~~  - 3,9.  2.2  o.J  u:z  s.o  o.o  , •  . 31,9  ----78) 
'·rofA[.ACP +OCT  ' - J11C~J  - -17i 1- ..  400,3  H,J  564',2'  ..  1567,6  1oa, ,- - -f9::  ~ • ;· :.  4.6  . 4iSJ) ---739.(1 
6z 7th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECUI 
I  i  I 
·~NS  NIP  NON NIP  TOTAL 
. 1'nlllfers  Sttuo:nnl  HlPC  Total 
STABEX.  SYSMIN  rr:n:er ~  deb! relief  NON NIP  State 
A.'lGOLA  S.9  0.1  I  1  0.1  6,0 
BENIN  13.:  0.1  .0.2i  1  0.1  0.0  13.:: 
BIJRKJNAFASO  IS.:  !  4.S·  -0,71  4.9j  0.3  I), I:  9. •  Z4.8 
BOTSWANA  11,4  4.7 '  i  t  I  ll.li  0.4  16,3 ~~~ 
Bt..'Rl.-~"01  •l.O  I  O.Oi  i  I  I  O.o  0.0  0. I 
CEI'iTRALAFRICANREPl'BLIC  JH  o.:•  I  u  t.s  .).1,9 
CHAD  14,8  ll.OI  ___L  I  0.0  I), I·  0.1  1-1.9 
C'A.\IEROOI':  10.3  i .  I  lt.l  ll,O·  0,-l  --~o:-: 
CONGO  I.S  I  I  I  ~ 
COMOROS  3.9  1  !  3,9 
CAPE \'F.RDF.  U  -0. ':' •  I  fl. I  -11.6  ~ • 
DJIBOL"Il  '-0  O.li  I  I  M·  3.1  8.1 
iEQf:ATORIAL OUC."EA  !  I  I  .0,8,  I  -OJI  -O.S 
ERITREA  Z-6  I  0,8.  0.1'  1.3·  I  .. ~  4,8 
ETHIOPIA  11.9  I  0.4  O.S!  7.1;  i  1.1  0.1  9.:  ::1.1 
OABO~  Z-3  !  I  I  !  L  1,'11  O.oi.  0.0  1,9  4,1 
OH.o\."'A  1·.9  o  .,,  I  I  !  I  I  1.·  1.9  19.8 
OA.\181.~  1.01  !  I  ,  I  o.~  :.o·  2.0  3.6 
s~;::lJ  .~:!  ~:!1  0.1•  -- 3.3r- --+ --··t=-*-:  - ---~~ 
mr.·A.  ______________  --~'--··--d----+--H;__  ____  iN~----+----- --+.~- _..E_____  aM
1
-2g 
LIBERIA  I  -0,4.  !  I  I  0.3  -0.1  .(I, I 
LEsomo  9.s  1  Z-31  1  1  o.:  z.s  1::,0 
MADAGASCAR  :3,4  o  ~·  0....  i  I  U  2.:  :M 
M.'i.A\\1  ::0.6  I  I  IHI  -8,1.  0.4  1!0,  17.6  38.1 
MAL'RITIUS  2.6  --·  I  I  1.31  I  0.1  3.6  6.3 
MAl'RITA.  ..  lA  J.S  I  0.1·  0.6.  ':',O!  0.3  t)JI.  8.0  115 
MALI  IS. I  0.1!  I  O.S·  -i-- I  0 S  1,4  16.6 
MOZA.\IBIQlJ"E  ~.s  :.  9 ·  o.9  1  1  3.8  29.6 
~A.\fiB!A  6.8  Z-6  I  3,0  I  :!.SI  8.2  14.9 
NIGER.  IS.Il  !  I  l.h  0.3  1.4  16.3 
~~~~  ~~:;  o.s:  9.1:  -!9  I  :~::  ~:~  -;~:; 
SEYCHELU:S  o.s  1.0·  I  l'.•J  1.1  1,9 
SJERR.\ LEO!-o"E  3,3  0.~!  I  4.2  0,01  o\~  0.~  ~.3  8.6 
~'iE&PRISCIPE  '.).!  t  I  o:f--·-t---+---~~
9  o.o  ~~____;; 
~'DA.'i  -O.Sj  I  _____L_  - i  0.1  -0.1  .0.-1 
SWAZIL.o\ND  3.-1  !  I  2.5'  I  \'4  Z..9  6.4 
TA.-.;Z."-'11.-\  ::~.1  0.1·  ':',S,  I  o I  M  1:...  .).!.~ 
~~"DA  -=~  0,8.  . t  6.::-J- ·::;  l  ~:;  J.~ ----~! ~ 
~- 1:·~  :  I  4  ,,  I  0  II  ~-:~  0,(1  s.::  16.$ 
ZL\m  .  .s.B~"E  19:9  OA  I  1:1  ·IZ..l-~  ·~I  6."  .  ..::.'J~ 
DE.\IO(."RA  TIC REPlJBLil" Ot" CONOO  -1.~  I  0. 7l  _ _L_  ~ ~  3.9  8.1 
*TOTALAFRICA  ~2.8  12,2  2,3·  5,.t  83181  -21,1  29,3  21,5  33,8  -4,8  171,1  804,8 
A.'iiOUA·BARBUDA  1.1  I  o.::  I  I  I  o.:  1.) 
BARBADOS  o.:  :,-1  !  j  C.')  24  :.6 
BELIZE  l\0  0.1!  !  1.8'  J  •). •)  1.9  1.9 
=;\N-aa>lalc  .~:;  !::· 
1  H~  3.61  ----r----1~:~  ~:! 
~ltxrc...  o.~  1  1  -•::s  _ --r--:"jfi~ 
~~.:L________  ~:;  --,------t---+--o.-.+----:!:-=-~-:--·--r--i.~,-"Q71----~-~-~ =--- ·::; --- _J1 
HAITI  ~~' ---:-d-- ~+--- I  :.::~- - --- ....  I  1.9  -- 4,9  ::s.~ 
J  ....  \l-\IC"A  -·- 1.7.  ...!....__  I  0.3.  .  ~ ~  li,4  9,, 
!'iT C"HR.ISTOPIIF.R  h"F.VIS  l  I  0,  ~'  o. ':'  0  .  ., 
SAr.>.IL1XIA  o.:  i  l  0.-1  -1':'.~  I  __  _.T.)  -1~.:: 
~:_RN.-\.'1.1  -- I  I  IU,  i  ·• <  1.0  J.: 
SAr.-.1 \"INC'ENT & ORENADJNES  1.1  I  4,6  ::IH  L  ...  I  -8.8  ·".8 
TRr..10AD&TOBAOO  3.1  1.6  I  I  0.91  I  ~J.:  :.1  --- 4.5  '•' 
• TOTAL CARIBBEAN  52.5  10,1  1,0•  I  1i;5~  .... 5.7  3,8,  S,l  .t,O  r--· -2.1  50,4 
F'IJl  O.J  0.1  I  o.o  ---r- o.::  0,4 
l{riJBATI  0.  :-:+  I  I  ;__  0,$ 
~A~"EW  outr."EA  S.6  o.lj  1.  1  21.0;  _2_.o ___  ~.--~-"--.!--~---- _  ~I--~ 
SOLO~IOS  ISLA."'DS  1.5  I  . -y- ----r-·  ~  .  0.1  ,  0 I  I 6 
~~~~---------·-·-···  H --~~;:----=p=-~--------· 1  -··  --.. ·-- ----~~----·-------=-~ ----~9 
~'ESl"ER.'i SA."dOA  0.6  1  I  I  0,6 
• 'I'OTAL PACIFIC  10,8  0,1·  l  21,0·  5.1- 1.0  1.5  29,3  38,8 
AC'PREOIONALCOOPER.ATION  9U  t.o.  1  6.6·  -·  9.- 106,5 
*TOTALREGIONALCOOPERATION  18,1  1.01  1  8,1  2.1  8,7  108,5 
A!.L<"Ol'NTRIESACP  :!.~•  1.0•  1.9,  0,1  6,n  6.0 
FI);.O..'I;C'f.-\L &  AD:I-11:-.lS,  E_!(PE~~ --~.tJ  f---,..-- I  I  ___ -·--_____  j__ ____  _5.C: ______ ~--~ ~ 
'TOTALACP  592.8  26=t5T"  -4,.4'  5,.t·  131,9  -81,7  33,0  3U  .t0.1  4,8  215,5  801,3 
!\l\Y..::>TTE  fl:  ------- I  - 0.~ 
:'-.Fl.'C'ALEDON1.-\  ·).- 0.1•  - ;  ,  t.n  ______  .!_ ____  -__  ,  ____________ : -:==f}  :_11 
~rot\~,-:\-::_  ________  ---~.:~~--~1_-=::~--~~--=-:_=----r=~!iC~~- ____ -·- _____ _,_ _____________________  o.6  --Q.s 
ST PIERRE ,(o MI(,IL"ELOS  !  ·  1  •  0, I  0.1 
Lr~o~,r~_-L~o:  __  ~u-_!Trr_:c:H~;QC:;T  ___  f_~_-~_~-~--~---~-: ~-~-=~~-~-·i  ~--=-_;_~_---~-~--~~~·'  -~:-~-----.·~_-_:·.~-~-:  __  ~_=-_;;  __  ...::_~--~-------~ 0 ;~.~ 3 i_:_~_(  ~::  :~==- -1.'  -=-= =  --!F~ 
-\.~Oll~LA  -- - .; ~  .  ·  '  _:~~-:-~~~~~~~=~-;~  .. :.·=-=  ---~-~-~--~-~---=---~~-~i~.:-&,;
6
-' =.  -==~-~~~:_._. 2 .,-_=,: 
j~,'!\1.-\.'i ~~-~'!.~~-~-=-·  ~--=~~--= ---~_;::=~  __ _if _·:=-~~2-=--=~==--=-==·~- .. -_: ____________ ------ ..  ,--
~!~~~~~~~5lc· --·-- ------ ---- ____  _;~~ ------:  -.- ...  '!:!~ ___  o  .  .:.;.. _________ - - _____  _L __ ------------- ---· 
:;:-.,;-...T\',,Ci-:N'r-&--G?j~;\i)isEs·  -· -· -·-!':":  -- · ------,  - ··---·------------ ·-.-~--- ·  -!' ,- ·--- --------------
7'?~-·&-t·:.i.i~  ·li~  ~ -- . - - ··----;- - -.  ..  .  .. _  ----. --- .. - -
:.'"\:::_-::;_n:-··--·- ..  ...  ---~ 1:" -- -~:  ..... . 
·::.~ji~-ISLA  .  .';;r,~;  ~ 
.-TOTAL BRJTJSH OCT  • -- . --I -·  13 
:~~~~~f~~g~~~;~  i-·  -~  ~~!-
··rofA[Ocf--- ·  ··  ·  t  ---6.J 











133 5  33.0  4,5 lldtJ:DrRUl!J.taYSTUJ:(MJ:CV) 
CUMULATIVE t818  z,n.,., 
....  NIP 
- ~~F-=-~  ~~~~---- _
1rf;i~~~~~~~=c;~~~  ·~-
0~--~~~: 
4$,3  G,l,  1151,2  15,1"  421.3  H'\  ::14 l  11W,O  481.6 CUMULATIVE YEAR 1998 




8th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECU) 
Interest  Elllolrgency  Refu~ 
Subsidie~~  Aid  Aid 





Transfers  St.-;crural  t;tilisation. 
S""S~fiN  fromother  Ad  r·  Total  ,  •  ~uotment  o  anterest  NON NIP 
Funds  Fectl1ttes  income 
::IJ.1  .:!0.3 




EQl".o\TORIAL GliiNEA  0.81  tJ.S  0.8 
ETIIlC•PIA  1~5.n  41,0  1  "·U'  115.~  ::!6t\~ 
•JABON  ::}.4  ____  1___  I  1  ::. "J_____  _ ::.- ::,.;.1 
~~-=--==~::::==::  :==-t=~=t-::  ~~t:==~t-=-~- =~==~t~~=~  ~ji  ~~ 
vl~'EA  ::-.5  1  t  :  .::U  ::1.4  4~.9 
1\"0RY COAST  4.6  o,.t  i  :  3.::r---------.E8  f----j~~ 
KE'YA  2.1  IO,Oj  1:.1  1:.1 
LESOTHO  1,8  I  1.8  Ul 
46.-t  7~,3 
:8.9  113.6 
::5.8  1.1'  :!9,01  16.3i 
84.6  10,0:  )1),4' 
~L-\DAvASCAR 
~L-\LA\\1  8,5 
::::.o  0,9  5,1).  5.9  ::-.9 
16.5  1,::  0,.:!  5.0  !  11,::[  1".6  34,1 
\L-\LI  86.9  5,0 1  I  34.4  1.:!1,3 
\f(•V  ...  \ffiiQtJE  1",-t  19,0  I  !  s::.s:  "J.S  89,.:: 
::s.9  II,:!  ::.OJ  !  I  13,:  ·t:.O 
>.1GER  0~  I  15.8'  15,~  16.3 
P,4,  1",4  I"  A 
...,s=E::=::Y:--::CHE:..:;::::Lc=:LE~s=-________  ....._ __  4;.:.;.1+------!------+-----l------t!-____  1  .u 
~:~~~~~~~~=~~LE=o~~---------~-~~----T~---~~~o;J~J+•i;:::~~:;~~~~3  Mi  u,  ~  ~ 
..:S:-:\\ 7 ·.:...z.,:;:_:.:IL::;Al;::N:,...ID=------------f---~5.7 4._  __  -+- ---~-1  ___  ____L_  [  1.::.5  1-:':~ 
TA.'.;Z.o\o-...1A  _L_==i.  I  1--I,SJ__~~  "l.::!j  89.1  91~2 
T~(=-IIJ<::-7:)=--:----~----------- --.....,..-:-r----+---- _  ·-*--_?/•'  _)__  5,•)  -To 
t-:'-:-:'G:-:.-\:-::-.,;=;o:-:A'-------------t---=-"8-'-::,'):t----l--- 1~.8  t1.4!  41.~+---- 58.3  ~.3 
ZA.\IBIA  ~1.3  _  _j__  3  ,6  -----r-- .  ~6. · 1  84.3  I  ::-::-.11 
ii\iBAB~-"'-:::;~~--=~:-:-::-=-==-=-=-t---19~.9-t-------~==-----0.9  I -- >----T~  ---t:Jj---,).1-------E--~- :=~~)-=  .. 95  --3,5)_  .. 49 
DE:\lC.tC'RATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO  --L----= ___ -.  _  r.rorAi:AFRiCA  760,7  17,5 __  21.~~- o.2  216,9  14~  o.1.  __  573,~:  9n,s  1738,4 
~~~s  ---~=====~~===~~~--,:~~:=====2--~+---_-_---·t=  .  __  _±~-- __  --~~~-~  -~~ 
rY:·~~PrniiC'  I:.~  f------+----------~·_l!r------- --~------ ______  ±=~-----~_.r!  ~---~~ 
!)1)\IDHCA  --1--- 3,0  :::,2:  !  :::..::  ::s.:: 
%r~~A  -------+-----~--.  ~-+~------~~~=-~~---=--=-~±- __J_+=  ::.s ~  _  5;r  - ---;:; ~ 
:[~  '''  i  L  1  '~  J;-;..;~_-;\-;-L-;-M-;;C;;--;A:-------------t----:-16::'-:~ 71 ) f------+  __L  --=1----------------r-------- ---T~~~ 
'S.:&-.1 LUC.."'J..\  0.3  i  --r--311.3,  J  J;).j  30,6 
··'.'RNAM  03  .  !  l 
..J:>.I VINCE-.'T &.  GRENAD:=INE=:-;;s:----t-----:~_-.,,-;t----:::-0·'-';,+----+-,  --+---.,8 3 
i  ..-- (I.)  IJ.J 
~-------1-----:---:+----'-'  ..  -+------+-·  ---+--~  I  - ,  I  :::8.';  29.4 
: Rl\IDAD &. TOBA\Ji)  OA  ::~  - I  I  .::.IJ  :,4 
•-tOTAL CARIBBEAN  38,3  3,3  I  12,0i  83,2;  5,3  103,8  142,1 8th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECU) 
CUMU"LA~T=Iv""E~YWEA-~R~1't'~98~-------.------~----~~~~~~~~~~~r=~~~~~---------------.------~----~2~.3Table3 
DELEGATED APPROPRIATIONS  NIP  NON NIP  TOTAL 







Capital  STAB EX  S
"'S,""'  fTransfers  ;d~tural  Uftt!isatt~  Total 
,  "u.~  rom other  "~ustment  o  mterest  NON NIP 
Funds  Facahues  tncome 
BE!\~  O.:!j  1:!.6•  1:!,8 
State 
l:.s 
!l.t-\LI  3,7'  1  1  :s.9:  3::.6  3::!.6 
\fOZA.\lBIQLc  •:0.1  19,0  i  ::2,9!  41,9  .c.o 
~A.\I!BL.1.  0.5  11,2  :.o  I  13.::  13.6 
l\1GER-:-:-----------+-·--'...:.·•  ..  '-i; f-----+----t-----t----t------::c::-:-lji--·- 15.5 _L__  15.5  15,8 
SE  o\1.  ::::.3 I  ::-1.4 ~  46.7  46,7 
SE'I .... nELLES  :.:'  I  2,5 
SIERR..1. LEO!'Ioc  ::.11  ::!,1  ::!.1 
St"DA..'-'  19,41  I  19.4  19,-1 
ES:-:\\ 7 ·.~-==':IL-=-::;-A..'I: 7 :0  _________  -t---'...:.:•.'-i9 f-----+----t----+----::--:-::::+-----c:-:-i!r---------·--:  0.9 
TA.'-:ZA..'lA  14.8.  3.1:  69,71  87,6  87,6 CUMULATIVE YEAR 1998 
PAYMENTS  ·.:NIP 
... Grants 
8th EDF BY INSTRUMENT AND BY STATE (MECU) 
ln!erest  Emergency  RCrugee 






Transfers  Stl'Jttural  Utili$at1011 
S  YS~IDi  from otner  A.:J~.:Stnwnt  of  interest  Total 




~B~E~~1S~·~~~-------------+----~~----~~----~-----r----~----~o~.~t-i----~--------~~~~~6r-----+---~'~:.s  1~s 
Bl~AFASO  0/J  0,71  :1.01  :!1.6  21.6 
CF.\1R.ALAFR.ICANREPllBLIC  4,4i  4.4  4,4 
Clt-\0  o.o  I  IU.4
1  10.4  lll.4 
CA.\IEROO:\  0,1  I  15,01  15JI  15,1 
cm.IOR.OS  4.91  I  -t.9  4,9 
CAPE VERDE  0,0  ----+--...:.0.!..:,7+rl ___  ~  _____  ....:8:!.,4 4· ____  +----~ ,  9,1 
EQt'ATORL-\l..GliiNEA  L  +---0-'-,8-t'--·-----------!----+-·--:(1-·t! --o.s 
•E==n="n,:.,o:-::P;::;L-=-':\:::....:;'-'-=-~----~-+----t----+----+----+----- '  5o,cJ:  :;u,IJ  --5iv• 
GA.\IBL~  3.4'  3.4 --3,4 
Gl~"E.A  1!8i  J:.s  1::!,8 
t;..;l\:,.=·o~R'I;..,:'  C:...:,O-:-;:AS:,.::T:-------+----:-+--____:.---+---I----+----:-:-:::+--I-------16...:...,4+---+---,I~ti.4  16.4 
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• TOTAL ACP +OCT  45,31  7,0·  23,0•  1S1~ft  239,51  0,8  421,3  466-;i 3. OTHER MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
/ 3.1  SITUATION OF "SLEEPING" COMMITMENTS 
I.Siow-moving projects 
The table below shows the "slow-moving" commitments by appropriation for the 6th and the 7th EDF. A commitment is considered slow-moving, if during a 
period of 18 months before December 31, 1998 no new contracts have been concluded or no payments made on contracts open at December 31. Also 
included below are commitments not identified by this method, but which appear to be blocked or suspended. 
"Slow-moving" commitments are grouped into three categories: projects that should remain open, projects to closed, and projects where the status is 
unknown. The figures below show the outstanding balance, ie the difference between the commitment and the payments made. 
The Commission will attempt to close as soon as possible the balance of projects classified as to be closed amounting to 18.1  million (5,2 million for 6th 
EDF and 12,9 million for 7th EDF) in order for these funds to be made available for new projects. 
(ECU million) 
6th EDF  7th EDF 
·rotal·  Balance to  ..  Total  Balance to 
Balance to  . Status ·  Balance to 
commitments  remain  be closed  ·unknown 
commitments  remain 
be closed  Appropriation  unoaid  ooen  unpaid  open 
Programmable aid (1)  37,80  30,00  (a)  5,10 (b)  2,70  149,80  123,00  (e)  12,60 (d) 
s.  8,70  8,40  "0,10 
Emergency aid  3,30  0,50  0,10 
Aid for refugees  0,10  0,10  1,20  1,20 
Stabex  134,50  134,50  (g) 
Sysmin  20,60  20,40  (c)  0,20  2,70  0,10  0,10 
Interest-rate subsidies  15.30  15.30  (h) 
Risk capital  83,00  83,00  (j) 
lrotal  58,50l  50,40  5,20  2,90  398,501  366,00  12,90 
As % of aggregate 
..  ..  ..  .. 
decisions  :0,84%  0,73%  0,08%  :o,o4%  3,82%  3,51% .  : 0,12%. 
C  · '·ants, special loans, unexpended balance of previous EDFs. 
NOTES 
6th EDF balances consist of: 
(a) Programmable aid projects to remain open: 
• One commitment in the road sect~r in Angola suspended because the civil war  .. invitations to tender were launched in  199~ 
• One commitment in the road sector in Rwanda suspended because of litigation 
• One commitment for rehabilitation of sanitary facilities in Angola suspended because of the c1vil \'tar 
invitations to tender were launched in  19S8 
• One commitment in the road sector ir. Ar.gola suspended because of the civil war 
• One commitment in the road sector in Ke"lya suspended because of claims pending 
• One commitment in the _urban developmer!t sector in Guinea 
• One commitment in the urban develop:":":e,.,t sector in Djibouti 
• Sundry smaller projects 
(b) Programmable aid projects to be closed: 
"On~  commitment in Chad  concernir; E:  :·oJect for rehabilitation of faciht1es 
*One commitment in Surinam conce--·:-;: project fer transport facilities 























(f) SITUATION OF "SLOW-MOVING" COMMITMENTS- Notes (cont'd.) 
c) Sysmin projects to remain open: 
One commitment of originally ECU 18 million to Papua New Guinea (the implementation of which is slow) 
with a remaining uncommitted balance of ECU 4,7 million; and one commitment of ECU 15.7 million to Togo 
that has been blocked because of the political situation there, but which is due to begin in 1998  .. 
7th EDF balances consist of: 
d) Programmable aid projects to be closed: 
• One commitment concerning a project for the social reintegration of  yo~ng people in Mozambique 
* One commitment in Djibouti for a regional programme for communication· facilities networks seNices 
* One commitment in Guinea in the social economy sector. 
• Sundry smaller projects 
e) Programmable aid projects to remain open: 
• One commitment in Zaire to support the national election,  blocked because of the political situation. 
• One regional programme to support  rural development (farming control areas) 
• One commitment in Nigeria suspended because of the political situation of the region  _ 
• One commitment in Sierra Leone to support an agricultural programme blocked because of claims 
• One project supporting a training programme in Nigeria suspended because of the political situation 
of the region 
* One commitment in Ethiopia in the work sector delayed because of claims. 
* One commitment in Sierra Leone concerning a programme for water purification and 
food support. Claims pending 
• One commitment in Zambia supporting the road sector 
* One project to support the settlement of young agricultural workers in New Caledonia 
(discussion ongoing to revitalise the program)  \ 
* One regional project to support the development of the common market for eastern and southern/ Africa. 
Following cancellation of tenders the negotiations will start on a direct agreement basis. 
* One commitment in Djibouti for a programme of grain marketing 
• One commitment in Ethiopia to support  rural development 
* One commitment in Djibouti in the energy sector 
*One commitment in Burundi concerning a project of training in the context of rural development 
*One commitment in Kenya to support  rural development. On-going. 
* One commitment in Somalia for the construction of a. bridge 
* Sundry smaller projects 
f) Programmable aid projects with unknown status: 
Six commitments totalling ECU 8,6 million in Rwanda, Burundi  and Uganda blocked because of the 
political situation in those countries 
























All Stabex transfers blocked since the end of 1996, incl. ECU 103.8 million for Sudan and ECU 31.0 million 
for Burundi because of political situation in those countries 
h) Interest rate subsidy projects to remain open: 
One regional project (ECU 5.3 million), one commitment for Madagascar (ECU 4.6 million), 
Gabon (ECU 2,4 million) and Cameroon (ECU 1.7 million). 
j) Risk capital projects to remain open: 
Including commitments for Ethiopia (ECU 15,7 million and 9 million) Camercon (ECU 12.5 million) 
Mozambique (ECU 3 million) Papua New Guinea (ECU 1.7 million), Antigua and Barbuda (ECU 5,2 million), 
Guyana (ECU 7,8 million)  and 3 regional projects (totalling ECU 5,2 millior.) s·  ... vaziland (ECU 3 million). 
II. Funds expected not to be used under existing projects 
Presently net outstanding commitments, ie financing decisions less payments made to date.  arr,ct..;r~t to 5,356 million.  Ba~ed  on 
stat:strcal calculations of the a··e~:~-e decommitment made at past project closures, it is expected  t~at 1.057 million will not be used up 
bef:r9 closure cl the projeCts 1n  ~~-estion. The amount is mainly made up of contrngency res,e:.es 'cr ,rcividual projects 
70 I 
I  3.2  LOCAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE TO BE REGULARIZED 
Revenue and expenditure on paying agent accounts still to be entered in the 
authorizi-ng officer's accounts at the end of  the 1998 financial year (by beneficiary country) 
At the date of publication of the financial statements, the vast majority of the revenue and 
expenditure in question has bee~ recorded in the accounts of the projects concerned. 
(ECU '000) 
Country  Revenue/expenditure  Total 
pre 1998  during 1998 
in the ACP States  1.229,6  6.131,1  7.360,7 
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA  31,6  19,7  51,3 
BARBADOS  55,7  10,8  66,5 
BENIN  -6,4  -6,4 
BOTSWANA  17,6  17,6 
BURKINA FASO  332,9  332,9 
CAMEROON  1,7  .1.655,2  1.656,9 
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC  147,9  147,9 
CHAD  80,0  494,8  574,8 
COMOROS  20,8  20,8 
CONGO  206,0  198,6  404,6 
DOMINICA  -41,9  -41,9 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC  31,8  31,8 
ETHIOPIA  -35,4  -35,4 
GABON  124,9  124,9 
GHANA  218,4  218,4 
GUINEA  -413,7  -413,7 
GUYANA  14,6  14,6 
HAITI  87,5  87,5 
IVORY COAST  67,5  151,6  219,1 
KIRIBATI  -0,2  -0,2 
MADAGASCAR  129,1  127,7  256,8 
MALAWI  97,2  97,2 
MALl  100,1  100,1 
MAURITANIA  14,8  14,8 
MAURITIUS  -53,4  -53,4 
NAMIBIA  79,4  79,4 
RWANDA  611,4  611,4 
SAINT LUCIA  37,0  37,0 
SAINT VINCE;NT AND THE GRENADINES  112,6  9,1  121,7 
SENEGAL  566,2  566,2 
SEYCHELLES  5,3  5,3 
SIERRA LEONE  229,4  229,4 
SURINAM  -1,3  -1,3 
TANZANIA  98,9  147,1  246,0 
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO  129,9  129,9 
VANUATU  7,4  7,4 
ZAMBIA  132,5  132,5 
ZIMBABWE  0,0 
Other ACP (regional, etc.)  381,5  926,8  1.308,3 
in the OCT  31,5  31,5 
Other (1)  5.314,2  5.314,2 
TOTAL  1.229,6  11.476,8  12.706,4 
Situation at 31.12.1997  14.730,61 
Annual change  -13,74%1 
(1) Mainly items booked by local  ~ay~r.g agents, concerning which the Commission had not rece!v-ed  1r~:rmation 
at the date of the annual c:OS:rs cf the accounts. 
71 3.3  ADVANCES FOR STUDY AWARDS AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CONTRACTS AT 31.12.1998 
~dvances  are paid to Commission delegations and agencies in Member States administering study 
awards and technical assistance contracts on behalf of  the Commission. These advances are cleared 
regularly, when expense reports are received, and replenished based on the volume of study awards 
and technical assistance contracts handled. 
The amount of outstanding advances at the end of 1998 and 1997 respectively  is shown below. 
December 31  December 31 
(Amonts in ECU '000)  1998  1997 
STUDY AWARDS  5.007,6  8.052,1 
Commission Delegations  2.759,3  5.165,0 
BURKINA FASO  66,3  75,7 
CHAD  58,4  55,3 
COTE D'IVOIRE  1.131,4  2.132,1 
KENIA  54,5  36,8 
MALl  135,5  135,5 
PAPOUASIE NOUVELLE GUINEE  48,5  17,2 
RWANDA  61,6  64,2 
SENEGAL  88,0  334,8 
TANZANIA  343,0  720,8 
UGANDA  136,2  136,2 
NIGERIA  78.7  248,1 
ZIMBABWE  58.2  340,3 
OTHER COMMISSION DELEGATIONS  499,0  868,0 
Member State agencies  2.248,3  2.887,1 
BELGIUM I AEC  113.2  46,8 
DENMARK I UNDERVISNINGS MINISTERIET  -15,2  39,1 
FRANCE I CIES  174,4  775,7 
GERMANY/COG  210.5  355,8 
IRELAND I IRISH COUNCIL  6,4  6,5 
ITALY /CONICS  0,0  . 22,7 
NETHERLANDS I NUFFIC  221.9  437,6 
PORTUGAL I INSTITUTO DA COO?ERACAO PORTUGUESA  650,6  520,4 
UK I BRITISH COUNCIL  886.5  682,5 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE*  21.647,3  9~855,0 
AEC  4.647,3  9.855,0 
GTZ  15.000.0  -
AGRER  2.000.0  -
TOTAL  26.654,9  17.907,1 
'  . 




3.4.  ADVANCES ON CONTRACTS AS AT 31.12.1998 
Many contracts provide for payments of advances before the commencement of works, deliveries of 
supplies or the provision of services. Sometimes the payment schedules of contracts foresee 
payments on account on the basis of progress reports. In accordance with the Financial Regulation 
both payments on account and advances are treated as expenditure on projects in the annual 
accounts of the EDF. 
Advances, which normally are paid in the currency of the country or territory, where the project is 
executed, are however kept separate in the accounts to allow them to be cleared. The table below 
summarizes outstanding advances at the end of the year. Conversion into ECU is made using the 





























6th EDF  7th EDF 
85,27  282,91 
83,11  277,31 
2,16  5,60 
~:~~ lflilllrltll\tf!l 
94,85  282,91 
92,51  277,31 
2,34  5,60 
7,00  22,28 
7,00  22,28 
0,16  7,49 
0,16  7,40 
0,09 
0,65  3,57 
0,65  3,57 
7,81  33,34 
7,81  33,25 
0,00  0,09 
1,67  29,00 
1,44  28,44 
0,23  0,56 
104,33  345,25 
101,76  339,00 
2,57  6,25 
8th ED,F  TOTAL 
\  1,06  369,24 
1,06  361,48 
7,76 
:· .. -/:,:  .:-:.:._·  9,58 
: 
9,40  _,:_ 
:.;  ::':··: 
·,.,:  .: .. :.;-:,  0,18 
1,06  378,82 





6,77  14,42 





6,77  47,92 





7,83  457,41 
7.83  448,59 
8,82 
Note: Under structural adjustment programmes some payments are considered advances until 
confirmation of the proper use of the funds by the recipient state is received. Those payments are not 
included above, since they do not represent advances in the same sense as the above summarized 
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